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ABSTRACT
A turbulent post-aerated town gas flame in a vertical water 
cooled tube of six inches internal diameter has been .studied, 
with special reference to the radiation properties of the system, 
it was found that this system could be represented by dinensionless 
groups with a standard deviation of +15%. It has been possible 
to correlate the apparent mean emissivity of the flame as an expor 
nential function of the tube diameter and the air/gas ratio only, 
with a standard deviation of +18%. Thence, by assuming a tempera­
ture distribution along the flame of a similar system in a three 
inch diameter tube, it was possible to predict the radiant heat 
transfer with a standard deviation of +20%.
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NOMENCLATURE
A Surface area ft2
Ax Cross-sectional area of tube ft2
C Concentration of carbon particles e/i
Cac Concentration of carbon on flame axis s/i
Cax Concentration of fuel gas on axis, distance x from nozzle -
Cd Coefficient of discharge -
C
P
Specific heat of gas at constant pressure Btu/lb.F°
XT
c Function of the maximum temnerature = (T /T )-lm w -
D Diameter of flame tube (i.d* of calorimeters) in
D* * D/12 ft
Ds Diameter of spherical cloud of particles in
d
P
Diameter of carbon particle in
E Effective emissivity of flame (including shape 
factor)
“b Emissivity of non-black radiator -
Ef Flame emissivity -
F
P
Emissivity of carbon particle -
ES Effective emissivity of spherical cloud of particles -
e Eddy diffusivity ft /h
F Surface area of tube over flame length ft2
G Jet momentum at nozzle ft.lb/h2
S Acceleration of gravity ft/s2
H Heat flux Btu/ft2h
h Convective heat transfer coefficient Btu/ft2h.F°
J Nozzle diameter in
K,K ,K 1X C.
| Constants -
L Tube length ft
Lf Length of visible flame (including separation) in
Lff Length of visible free flame in
1 Length dimension ft
th
m 
m 
N
n,nl ’ n2
P
p *
AP
m
Q
Qf o
41
%
qR
R
SG
T
T,
,fS
gad
Tm
th
w
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Mass rate of fuel gas lb/h
Mass rate of theoretical combustion air lb/h
Number cf carbon particles per unit volume . _~3
,Exponents
Actual gas pressure at nozzle 
Indicated gas pressure at nozzle 
Pitot tube pressure drop
Pitot tube pressure drop at centre line of flame 
tube
Entrained air rate (dry, S.T.P)
Wet flue gas rate at flue gas temperature 
Wot flue gas rate (at S.T.P)
Town gas flow rate (at S.T.P) ft^/h
Town gas flow rate at nozzle pressure of P*
(ins.w.g)
Town gas flow rate at ambient conditions 
Heat supply rate from town gas 
Heat radiated to cold walls
p
Radiant intensity Btu/ft h
Radius in
The nrM th. integer in summation series
Specific gravity of town gas (relative to 
air = 1 *0 )
Temperature °R or °F
Temperature of black body radiator 
Temperature of flame 
Temperature of flue gas
Adiabatic flame temperature for given air/gas ratio 
Centre line temperature 
Datum temperature = 60°F 
Temperature at radius urH
Adiabatic combustion temperature of theoretical 
air/gas ratio
in
in.wg. 
11 
1*
ft3/h
ti
t!
.3
it
it
Btu/h
ii
R or 
ii
it
it
it
«
ii
n
Wall temperature
Linear velocity of gas in tube ft/s
-  V  -
v q Linear velocity of fuel gas in nozzle ft/s
v Linear velocity of gas at radius nrH
r
H
y Distance along axis from nozzle in
x Distance along axis from nozzle to stoichiometric
composition in
y Ilame thickness ft
X Wavelength ft
p Density lb/ft^
p Density of entrained air ncl
p Density oi fuel gas in nozzle
& 2 o
cr Stefan-Boltzman constant Btu/ft,h.(^R)
+ cr Statistically calculated standard deviation
of results
0 Theoretical % CO^ calculated from the D.F.G.
analysis
The following subscripts and notation have been used 
in the tables presented in the text and appendices:-
c Values based on emissivities from tables (non-luminous)
i Interpolated values from smooth curve
r Recirculation occured in these cases
s Points found graphically from position where conical
flame touches wall
t Assumed temperatures
w Wall
x Indicates presence of flame
* or x Radiation:- measured value multiplied by radius factor
Temperature:- Schmidt temperature coincides with bulk
mean temperature of flue gas
£ Flame exceeds tube length (L^ . > 6 ’ 5")
Low value due to flejne extending beyond tube
(+ ) Estimated radiation from portion flame extending beyond babe
( ) Radiation and emissivity:- value estimated by interpolation
Temperature:- overlapping measurement and not used
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SECTION 1 
INTRODUCTION
There are in general two types of stationary flames given 
by gaseous fuel as opposed to those which propagate through a 
reaction mixture* They are broadly distinguished as ”premixed” 
and "diffusion” flames.
In premixed flames gaseous fuel and oxidant are fed to a 
nozzle so that the gas velocity where it approaches the flame 
front is greater than the velocity of the flame propagating back 
Egainst the flow. However, with diffusion flames the fuel gas does 
not meet the oxidant until after it has left the gas nozzle. In 
small laminar flames, the mixing of the fuel and oxidant which must 
occur before combustion can take place is mainly by molecular 
diffusion, but for larger flames, when turbulent conditions arise, 
eddy mixing of small pockets of gas plays a major part in the com­
bustion process.
The name, ”Diffusion Flame”, is commonly used to cover both 
the laminar and turbulent types of flame obser/ed, but ”Post-aerated 
Flame” is perhaps a better term to use (l)*. Since the flames of 
most organic fuels of the post-aerated type are luminous, they are 
also sometimes known as ”Luminous Diffusion Flames”. The presence 
of carbon particles which cause this luminosity affect the thermal 
radiation from the flame, and hence its heat transfer characteristics.
The concern of this work is chiefly with the factors which 
affect the radiation from a post-aerated town gas flame of the 
turbulent type, with a view to the advancement of knowledge of its 
properties.
*
Reference to the literature are given in Section 13 at the end 
of this thesis.
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The system considered was a simple one, and was very 
similar in principle to that of previous workers (l,2 ,3 **f): it
consisted of a vertical post-aerated town gas flame burning on a 
circular nozzle. The flame was enclosed by a co-axial cylindrical 
water cooled envelope which had provision for measuring some of 
the properties of the flame.
SECTION 2
GENERAL PROPERTIES OF POSTAERATED FLAMES
(Literature Survey)
2.1. Historical
The first recorded attempt to make use of the radiation 
properties of a luminous flame appears to be that of Siemens with 
his glass furnace in l88k (5)» There have since been many 
attempts to find an empirical method of predicting the performance 
of boiler fires and furnaces. Some of these were by Hudson in 
1890 (6 ): Orrok in 1925 (?)• Sherman in 1934- (8 ): Wohlenberg et 
al. in 1935 (9) and Trinks and Keller in 1938 (10). However, most
of these workers studied only pulverised coal flames.
The first attempt to a.nalyse the heat transfer problem was 
by Lindmark (k) in 1927» who studied oil-and coal-fired vertical 
flames along their length by the use of a series of water-cooled 
calorimeters. More recently (19^6) De Malherbe (11) measured the 
total radiation from free vertical town gas and petrol flames. In 
the last few years Saleh (l) and Ashton (3) have studied both 
vertical and horizontal town gas flames, enclosed in water-cooled 
calorimeters, and their work will be referred to in detail later.
Of more industrial interest is the work of the International Flame 
Radiation Research Committee at Ijmuiden (12) which was commenced 
in 1950 and which still continues. This work is being carried out 
with a pilot scale furnace, that is, refractory walls are used and 
not water-cooled ones. The flames so far studied have been horizontal 
ones, mainly of atomised oil or coal dust, and the approach has been
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basicalxy an empirical one relying; heavily on statistical analysis 
for its results. Due to the large amount of re-radiation which 
can occur from the walls (up to 80% of the useful heat removed from 
the furnace (1 3) )» there is bound to be some secondary effect on 
the flame itself, and this is therefore not the simplest system 
which might be studied. Inferences may hence not be directly 
applicable to the cold wall system studied in the present work.
2.2. General description
The observed phenomena of a post-aerated flame may most 
easily be described with reference to Fig.l taken from references 
(1A) and (13). Consider a small vertical nozzle supporting a small 
quiet laminar post-aerated town gas flame. As the gas rate is slowly 
increased, so the flame length increased proportionally, until a 
point is reached at which the flamo tip begins to flutter. Further 
increase in gas rate causes this turbulent region to spread rapidly 
downwards through the major portion of the flame, The total flame 
length is slightly reduced and thereafter remains almost constant, 
the effect of increasing the gas rate being to make the flame !!fattorr 
and less luminous than its laminar form (11). The turbulent form 
of flame is also very noisy.
When a post-aerated flame is enclosed in a tube its properties 
are modified, but it seems reasonable to suppose that the same 
hydrodynamic, chemical, and thermal mechanisms will continue to occur 
to a varying extent. It has been pointed out by Barr (1^) that 
many of the earlier workers did not clearly state whether their 
systems were of the free flame or enclosed type, and care must 
therefore be used in interpreting their results.
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By way of summarising the work of Hummel (16), Wnhlenburg (17)
Yagi and Saji (l8 ), Wolf hard and Parker (l!?, 20), Surlock. paid Grover
(21), Avery and Hart (22) and also Longwell and Weiss (23) it may be
said that in turbulent post-aerated gas flames the controlling step
in the- combustion is the mixing of the reactants by turbulence, or
11 eddy diffusion'*. In comparison with the mixing process in the
turbulent flame (or diffusion process in the laminar one) the
chemical reactions which follow the process are very rapid.
8 , 3
Combustion rates of 2 x 10 Btu/ft h. are possible with pre-mixed
gases, whereas when the mixing has to occur in the flame itself, the 
r r^* / 3rate is only 6 x 10 Btu/ft h. which is smaller by a factor of 3000.
By assuming that a turbulent post-aerated flame is merely a simple 
laminar one in which turbulence has crinkled the interface between 
the reactants, thereby producing a large true surface area, it has
£
been calculated by Wohlenberg (1?) that a combustion rate of 2 x 10 
Btu/h.ft of apparent flame surface is possible,
2.3* Entrainment and mixing in free and enclosed jets.
It was shown by Hummel (16) that the fxarae length was a 
function of the distance required for the fuel and air streams 
to mix, and that this mixing distance could be deduced from ©Id 
models. Hot tel et al (13) and Thring and Spalding (2A,23) have- 
shown that at the point •■’here the time average analysis shows the 
stoichiometric composition to have been reached, the combustion is 
only 99% complete. At this point up to three times the theoretical 
air requirement for combustion has been entrained by the jet, and 
the ”visible flame length” may extend for a further 20 to 50%. That
-  6 -
the time average gas analysis at this point shows stoichiometric 
oroportions has been attributed to instantaneous fluctuations in 
what is locally an heterogeneous gas mixture.
By considering a momentum balance Sinnonds (2b) was able 
to predict accurately the amount of air which would be entrained 
by a jet of town gas, and this method has been elaborated ana used 
in the present work. However, momentum transfer may not be the 
only cause of entrainment, since it has beenshown (2 7) that the 
amount of entrainment can actually be increased while reducing the 
jet momentum by using rectangular section nozzles. From energy 
balance considerations von Elbe and Grumer (28) wore able to predict 
accurately the amount of air entrainment by a jet, but their method 
involved the use of experimentally determined coefficients. These 
authors also showed that providing the ratio of enclosing tube 
diameter to nozzle diameter was constant, then the air to gas ratio 
was also constant. They also found, as did Saleh (2), that, 
provided the distance was within reasonable limits (i.e. of the order 
of one or two tube diameters), the distance between the nozzle and 
the end of the enclosing tube did not affect the amount of air 
entrained.
The rate of entrainment along a jet is constant after about 
8 nozzle diameters and a number of workers (Davis (29)t Hinze et al. 
(30)| Hottel (31) and Sunavala (32) ) present equations of the 
form (*):-
“ - k — + kC 1 * J + k2ax
Here the entrainment is expressed in terms of the axial 
concentration of the fuel gas (C ). As a result of some theoretical
c l X
*
See nomenclature for meaning of symbols on p.iii.
O s '  N T  E N T R A i N E D  A . R - S E C l R C ,  . A T I C N
C J )
■ ■£
 x , v
J U S T  S U F F I C I E N T  AI R A V A I U H l E T ■' M E E T  J E T  
E N T R A I N M E N T  R E O U I R F M E N T S
O )
■ ~b —  —
A I R  S U P P L Y  I N E X C E S S  O F  J E T  F N T R A I N M E N T  
R E Q U I R E M E  N T
(c)
E N T R A I N M E N T  IN AN E N C L O S E D  J E T
F K V R E  2
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studies by Collins (33) the following equation was obiainoa for 
the distance along a jet to give the stoichiometric mixture on 
the axis :-
(m + m )
x = 6 *5 .— ^ ----7jr- ......--- 2
(p.G)*
For a free town gas flame of mean temperature 1500°F. equation 2 
reduces to
x = 8 3 *0 .J .......... 2ss
The apex angle at the conical jet is usually taken as about 
10° for town gas (3k) whether combustion is occurring or not, out the 
work of Alexander et al (35) suggests an angle of 1A° for an enclosed 
jet. The nozzle design appea.rs to have no effect on the flame 
characteristics, provided the flow through it is turbulent (1 2 ,3 6 ,3 7). 
This applies only to nozzles of circular cross-section.
The effect of enclosing a jet is illustrated in Fig.2 which 
has been adapted from Thring and Newby (3 8 ), Squire (39) and 
Forstall (AO). If all the available air is entrained before the 
jet strikes the wall (it is tentatively assumed that more than the 
theoretical air requirement is available) then recirculation of the 
gases must occur and produce a "self-vitiating” flame. Alternatively, 
when too much air is available for jet entrainment requirements (e.g. 
the buoyancy effect in a vertical flame being large with respect to 
the momentum effect (37))the jot boundary becomes curved. Experi­
ments show (1 6 ,3 2 ,3k) that an enclosed jet behaves as a free jet until 
a distance of about twice the enclosing tube diameter from the nozzle, 
after which the axial concentration of fuel gas begins to approach 
the air/fuel ratio initially supplied. Semi-empirical equations 
have been developed by Thring (2k) for the critical condition at which
-  8  -
recirculation occurs, and in terms of the rotation used in this 
work these equations reduce to:-
critical
g. 0*90.?(-— 1 '
2uly, Flame lengbh
Although, as will be explained later, the length of the 
luminous zone of a post-aerated flame is not necessarily the true 
flame length, it is, nevertheless, a very important parameter from, 
the heat transfer point of view, since it is from this luminous 
zone that most of the ra.diant heat is emitted.
It is generally agreed in the literature (ll,lS,Al,A2 ,A3 »t-9) 
that free turbulent post-aerated flame lengths can be correlated by 
the simple formula
h  = V    4
where the values of quoted vary from 119 to 1 1 1, the length
being independent of the gas flow rate. That this should in theory
be so can be seen by considering the various equations proposed for
obtaining the length of a laminar post-aerated flame involving the 
molecular diffusivity (A-6 ,A7 »A8 ,A9 ) (as opposed to the purely empirical 
correlations which have been given (15,50,pi) ). If in these 
equations the ?,eddy diffusivity” is substituted for the molecular 
diffusivity then equations of this simple linear type are obtained, 
or at least approximated to at high jet velocities,
The relations i/hich have been used for the eddy diffusivity 
vary slightly in different literature sources (A1 ,A5 <5 2) but funda-
mentally reduce to that given by Goldstein (53):
e gd J • v ...... 5o
Some interesting theoretical work has been done by Baron (5-k1
on free vertical post-aerated turbulent flames. Buoyancy forces
were neglected and 11 spreading coefficients” wore used to allow for
radial variations in velocity, temperature and concentration. The
equation thus derived for flame length was identical with that
obtained by Hottel and Hawthorne (15,21) (except for the constant
term being 2% smaller) which was based on experiments with jets of
alkali mixing in a bath of acid. It was also shown by Baron that
the diameter of such a flamo was given by . 0 *2 9 *x. (ln(L^fk)) vich
has a maximum value of 0 *1 2.L„ securing at x =; 0 *6l.L_ from thei f
nozzle.
No theoretical work has been done on the length of enclosed 
turbulent post-aerated flames, but It is presumed that in this c'asc 
the relation for the eddy diffusivity will tend to become
e cc D. v ..  ..... 6
as the flame becomes large enough to substantially fill the 
enclosing tube diameter.
For enclosed laminar post-aerated flames, once the jet 
strikes the wall no further axial velocity decay occurs and Hottel (15) 
has shown that thereafter the flame length should be proportional to 
the fuel gas rate only. Results have been quoted by Barr 0+7)
to show that this proportionality does exist with flames up to 3 ’ 0” 
long. The work of Saleh (2) also shows this direct proportiona.lity 
with flames up to 6 ’ 0” long in a 2 inch nominal bcre tube. This 
is most easily seen by plotting Saleh's results graph!ca.lly, since
-  1 0  -
his statistically derived, equations do not readily demonstrate the 
linearity. Further, Hottel has also shown that for a turbulent 
enclosed system, if the tube to nozzle diameter ratio is kept 
constant, then the distance for a fixed degree of mixing (i.e. the 
flame length, tentatively assuming that the flame envelope follows 
the stoichiometric boundary) is proportional to the tube diameter only. 
However, since D/J is constant, this implies that L oc J also, which 
as has already been stated is the situation for free turbulent 
post“aerated flames as well.
Working with town gas flames Cude (if3) found that the 
enclosing walls had no effect on the flame length, provided that 
(D in this case refers to the distance between opposite 
faces of a rectangular flue). If two flames with parallel axes 
were slowly brought together, he found that elongation only occured 
when their surfaces touched beloitf 0*5.L„. With the aid of coldi
models Cude also shewed that the flame elongation was zero with 
100% excess air, 25% with 50% excess air, and 200% with theoretical 
air. The modeLs also indicated that the free flame length was 2*2 
times the distance- to stoichiometric composition on the jet axis.
This shows only poor agreement with the work of Hottel, Thring and 
Spalding mentioned previously.
The .reason for turbulent flame elongation with fuel gas 
rate on enclosure nay be seen from equation 6 which is assumed to 
apply to flames which are comparable in size to the enclosing tube: 
if the buoyancy forces remain sensibly constant over a wide range 
of fuel supply conditions, then for a given tube diameter the 
effective ?,oddy diffusivity" is constant and the original diffusion '
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equations, where diffusivity is constant, vnLll apply and the flame 
should elongate with increase in gas rate as a laminar flame* does.
The work of Burke and Schumann (16) has been extended by 
Barr (1+7 ) to allow for vitiated, combustion air and he suggests 
correlation parameters for small laminar flames. It was found 
by Barr that nozzle eccentricity caused the flame to adhere to 
the side of the tube at high fuel gas rates, and when the excess 
air was snail, the flame smoked.
2.^« Combustion and the formation of carbon
As mentioned earlier, the turbulent flames under consideratio 
may be visualised as laminar ones of very large surface area, and 
the main chemical reactions occurring are therefore probably similar 
to those which occur in Wolfhard and Parker’s ’’two dimensional flame” 
(19,55)• This flame permits a sectional view of the reaction zone 
to be observed and their results are shown in Fig, 5- It is apparent 
from this that the luminous zone occurs on the fuel side of the 
reaction zone, and hence in a flame on a normal circular nozzle the 
main reaction zone forms a sheath around the luminous zone. This 
accounts for the apparent ”expansion” of diffusion flames when 
sodium is added to the fuel (5 6 ). Once thecarbon particles which 
make up the luminous zone are formed, they become independent of 
the main combustion reactions and can react only with carbon 
dioxide, water vapour and possibly free hydrogen atoms which are 
available (57) • It can be seen therefore that it is possible for 
the carbon particles to pass right through the reaction zone, so 
that measurement of ’’visible flame length” is, in fact, only the 
height to which the carbon particles are sufficiently hot to remain 
luminous or at which they are all consumed.
- 12
Although it wa;j first suggest ;.;d as long ago :.s early in 
the nineteenth century that flame luminosity iris duo to radiation 
from carbon particles, it is still b;> no means certain exactly by 
what mechanism the carbon is produced (55,3^,59)• lie fact that 
carbon formation does not occur at the nosale, but some waj up the 
flame may be due to the time required for the necessary cracking 
reaction to occur in the fuel gas, or because the very high local 
turbulence tends to make the flame premixed in this region. It 
has been found (11,6 0) that carbon formation tends to increase with 
the fuel flow rate for a laminar flame until turbulence sots in and 
then decreases somevrhat, and also that reducing the hydrogen/carbon 
ratio in the fuel molecule will cause carbon formation to increase. 
Introduction of oxygon into the fuel molecule reduces carbon 
formation. Unsaturated compounds and isomers als" produce more 
carbon than the n - compound, but the -position of the isomeric 
branch appears to bo immaterial. In mixed fuels such as town gas 
it is found that the amount of carbon formed is not an additive 
effect, but some form of average of the effect of the individual 
constituents. Carbon monoxide, methyl alcohol and formaldehyde 
diffusion flames do not form carbon. Additives, such as SCk, 
which produce carbon in premixed flames do not increase the carbon 
formation in a diffusion flame but sometimes even reduce it (6l).
By working at high pressures it has boon found possible to increase 
carbon formation (62), suggesting that proximity of individual fuel 
molecules is a relevant factor. Although as stated above the 
presence of hydrogen is detromental to carbon formation, its presence 
in the mechanism is nevertheless essential, as a flame of methane
- 13 -
(in fluorine) forms carbon, but one of carbon tetro.chlor.ide (also 
in fluorine) does not, unless hydrogen gas is added. This has 
also been found to be true with cyanogen flanes (63). It has 
also been found (64) that reversed flames (and also vitiated and 
reduced pressure flames) produce less carbon than normal flanes, 
and also that the carbon is of a different nature. Reversed flames 
always produced acetylene. It was also found that additives, 
such as nitric oxide, which prevent low temperature polymerisation 
have no apparent effect on carbon formation. Although the effect 
of gas composition is very complex, bgdrogen has the most significant 
individual effect when considering town gas. Since hydrogen pro­
foundly affects the density, combustion behaviour may possibly 
correlate with this property rather than the Aeration Test Burner 
Humber” (see page 39 ) of the gas (6 5). The .atonic ratio of 
hydrogen/carbon in soot always appears to be constant at 1/10,
Recent experiments with an oil-fired furnace (66) have 
shown that the flame enissivity depends both 011 a logarithmic function 
of the hydrogen/carbon ratio and a linear function of the boiling 
point of the oil. It was found also that the effect of soot con­
centration (expressed as cone entration on the axis of the flame) on 
the emissivity was a simple exponential one:-
E = 1 - cxp(-0*000 OSS.y^C )   7ac
Humorous attempts have boon made to measure the size of 
the carbon particles, and the usual value given is 0*1 microns 
diameter for particles produced from a wide range of fuels. A few 
figures however range from 0*00 6 microns to 3 *4  microns (4 ,1 2 ,6 2,6 7,
68,69,70,71,72,73,7 )^.
DIELS-ALDER T Y P E  R E A C T I O N  F O R  T H E  
F O R M A T I O N  O F  C A R B O N
FIGURE 4
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Many theories have boon put f ?-rwnrd to explain carbon 
formation ( 75 ?77 *78 »79) and these have been well summarised
by Egerton (55)• At some stage in the mechanism polymerisation 
must occur, and the main difference in the theories relates to the 
point in the sequence of reactions at which it happens• The 
flash-photolysis work of Porter (SO) has led him to suggest two 
mechanisms of carbon formation which nay occur simultaneously 
and produce two types of carbon. (The formation of two types 
of carbon simultaneously has been reported by Booth (8l) and 
Bevenblut (82) ). Porter suggests that since the pyrolysis
half-life of most hydrocarbons above 2,yOO^R (1,000°C) is about 
one second, if a particle has boon able to polymerise to microscopic 
size in the preheating zone of the flame then it may survive pyrolys:] s.. 
Otherwise if it is small enough to become completely pyrolised, it 
will break down to acetylene and hydrogen before forming carbon, 
as do all hydrocarbons except aromatics.and acetylene itself (which 
give carbon and hydrogen directly) (33). If this is the case- it 
is necessary to make the acetylene theory of carbon formation more 
attractive from the energy point of view, by assuming possibly a 
simu 11 ane. ous polye:: risation - dec o::roosi tion reaction. On these 
grounds Thrush (75) has suggested that a Diels - Alder type of 
reaction might occur as shown in Fig. where the energy liberated 
in the polymerisation is used to break the bonds in the monomer, 
so giving a graphite type structure.
Some highly coloured fulveiiic type compounds have been 
isolated from the soots of various fuels, but it has been suggested 
that such unusual compounds nay be duo to side reactions of the 
fuel and not part of the carbon forming process itself (8 0).
- 1 5 -
Comerford (8k) studied the effect of temperature on 
propane gas and f^und that the carbon formation, as measured by 
the emissivity of the gas stream, was highly dependent on this 
variable, especially when the heating period was short ( 0 *5 sec.). 
Heating for longer periods (up to 1 sec.) reduces the sensitivity 
to temperature in the range 2,k00°R to 2,560QR (1060°C-1I70°C).
The effect of adding air to the gas was to reduce the emissivity 
almost linearly with air/gas ratio. This effect -nay -be due to 
dilution of the fuel molecules as well as to oxidation competing 
with the carbon formation process.
2.6. Radiation from clouds of particles, gases and flames
In order to calculate the radiation from a cloud of particles 
such as is found in a luminous flame it is necessary to know the 
temperature and either the effective emissivity or the emissivity of 
a standard shape composed of the particles and a shape factor.
The he,at transfer to small particles is very rapid and it 
has been shown (6 9 ,8 5 ,8 6 ,8 7) that the temperature difference between 
a carbon particle and the gas surrounding it is probably less than 
2 F , The emissivity of a spherical cloud of particles was examined 
theoretically by Booth (81,82) who showed that if the particle 
concentration was not too hr gh, as expressed by the parameter
77. d “. N.D 1 , then:o p  s 7
E = 1 — exp(~E , S’ . d^.N.D ) 0s , p o p s   8
where D = the diameter of the spherical cloud and D / 2  is the
s
approximate mean beam length.
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The nor-luminous radiation omitted by carbon dioxide and 
water vapour in fluo gases and. flames can be readily determined 
from charts which are published in standard works on heat trans­
mission (55*88,89,90)• A small amount of radiation may come from 
the recombination of free atoms and radicles above the flame and 
was thought by Saleh (2) to have occurred above his flames. This 
phenomenon is known as Maf ter-glow*1 (91,92). It is unlikely that 
chemiluminescence (v/hich accounts for up to 2% to 5# of the 
radiation from a premixed flame (93,9A,95,96) ) occurs in post­
aerated flanes as they appear to be in equilibrium (55,75)• It 
is apparent then that only the thermal radiation of carbon dioxide 
and water vapour need be considered, and it was shown by Haslam (9?) 
that this radiation followed an exponential typo of relationship 
with thickness. This is to be expected if the Boer-Lambert typo 
of law is followed, although this law strictly only applies to 
monochromatic and grey radiation. It should be noted also, that 
it is not accurate to obtain the total radiation by .simply adding 
up the various forms mentioned above.since the spectra of each 
tend to overlap one another somov/hat• In practice however, the 
error in making this direct addition is small (9 8).
Experiments at Ijmuiden (12) with a 1/3 full size model 
horizontal furnace (6 ft. square and 20 ft. long) and using a 
water cooled target at various depths in the flame have shown that 
the total radiation (expressed in terms of the emissivity) could 
be expressed as:
E = 1 - exp(— k^.y)    9
where depends on the .square of the carbon particle concentration. 
Equation 9 is, therefore, identical with that of Trinks .and Keller (10).
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To allow for the fact that luminous flanes are in fact
not grey Hotchon (9o) assumed that the abserption coefficient
was inversely proportional to the wavelength, that is n = ~1 as
in equations 10b and 10c below. This value for n lies between
the two values proposed by Hottel (99) for radiation in the visibl
and infra red regions of the spectrum respectively.
oo
Hence Total Radiation = { R^.E .d\ 10
where On
a.nd 1 - exp(-k.y.\ ) 10 b.
o and r Plank's radiation constants 
- 1 10c
On integration equation 10 gives
R = cr Ttotal
(3)
• • • • • • 11
where \j; i s  the pentagamma function and has been tabulated. 
Although the shape of this equation is not easily visualised it 
is in fact very similar to the conventional exponential form of 
equation 9 (100). The main point to note is the aupcarance of 
the (absolute) temperature in the function which had hot been 
considered hitherto as a factor in the exponent of the exponential 
type equations.
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In the experimental works quoted here, the emissivity is 
the effective one at right anglers to the flame axis and at a fixed 
position from the nozzle, since the variation of emissivity along 
the flame does not appear to be predictable. In the Ijrnuiden 
tests (12) it was found, as had been predicted by T.bring (101), 
that the radiation in the early part of the flame depended mainly 
on the type of fuel (H/C ratio) and type of atomising agent used, 
whereas the radiation from the tail depended mainly on the amount 
of atomising agent and percentage excess air used. The effect of 
nozzle design was found to be negligible.
In the gas-fired furnace of Trinks and Keller (10) the most 
important variable affecting emissivity was found to be the air 
to gas ratioo It was found that very high emissivitics could be 
obtained using excess gas (as opposed to excess air) and that 
provided the linear velocities were not greatly increased, preheating 
the air generally increased the emissivity. However, preheating 
the gas considerably reduced the emissivity due to the grea.ter 
velocities obtained.
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SECTION 3 
SCALE EFFECT
The underlying problem in heat transfer from post-aerated 
town gas flames, or indeed, luminous flames in general is one of
scale up. Once the effect of the controlling factors is known
the design of a furnace should become a matter of paper work, as 
is the design of a pipeline for example, requiring no additional 
experimental data. In the present problem the fuel type (town 
gas) is accepted as a given non-variable parameter and will, as
far as possible, be considered as such for the remainder of this
work,
A simple test has been done by Thring (A8,102) to illustrate 
the difficulty in scaling up flames. Two vertical post-aerated 
town gas flames were each set up in vertical water-cooled tubes, 
one tube being called the model and having one third the linear 
dimensions of the other. The total heat transfer was measured, 
but was attributed wholly to radiation, convection being assumed 
negligible: hence radiation must cool the gases in equivalent
lengths for similarity. Now flame temperature depends on both 
the adiabatic combustion temperature (a function of the air to gas 
ratio) and also the mixing rate (a function of the Reynolds number), 
and these two factors were therefore kept constant in both cases. 
This means that the model had 1/3 the fuel input rate but only 1/9 
the cooling surface of the large system, and therefore the heat 
input per sq. ft. of cooling surface was three times greater in 
the model. Since the temperatures were similar, the cooling rate 
of the model was reduced, and its peak radiation occurred nearer 
the flame tip, in spite of combustion being similar. It was 
afterwards considered (1 0 3) that provided the flow pattern in the 
cooling envelope was turbulent, mixing similarity could have been
T H E O R E T I C A L  T E M P E R A T U R E  O F  A
POST-AERATED F L A M E
FIGURE 5
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allowed to lapse. This was because increased turbulence did 
not appreciably increase the combustion rate since the amount of 
air to be mixed increased. Thus combustion is apparently less 
sensitive to Reynolds number than might be expected.
a flame Thring (101) found that it was not possible to obtain a 
general solution to the equation when both convection and radiation 
were of comparable magnitude. He did, however, show that the 
initial temperature rise depended only on the theoretical air 
requirement of the fuel, and was independent of ambient conditions. 
The general equation was of the type
The form of this equation is sketched in Fig.5 end has only one 
turning point (a maximum) at
Several dimensionless parameters were also suggested, and the 
actual temperature was expressed in terms of the adiabatic 
temperature. However, it was apparent from Saleh*s work (2) that 
radiation and convection were equally important in the heat transfer 
mechanism, and this would probably be the case for any other work 
on flames of this order of siz-e.
In attempting to calculate the temperature profile ulon,
x
(valid for 0 < x < )
T
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In other papers Thring (12,10^,105,106) has tentatively 
suggested a number of dimensionless groups which mighr. rove 
useful in obtaining a correlation, bur these suggestions have 
only been made on a plausibility basis. Neglecting convection, 
the differential equation for heat supplied to a tube and radiation 
from the flowing fluid,,per unit area of the surrounding cold wall 
per unit time, maybe replaced by the dimensional equation
2 L
p.C .v.l ,6T = -g + E.crT   Ik
P x2
Hence the dimensionless number representing radiation is 
2 3(p.C .v.l /E.crT ). But if it is assumed that the mixing- valep e
controls the heat release, then (v.l.p/yj is also a parameter.
Now it is apparent that when the scale is altereo. (if E and T remain
substantially constant) it is not possible for both vl and vl
to remain the same, and the conditions are therefore inc >mpatible.
The problem of scale-up has been dealt with in some detail
by Yhland (107) on a purely theoretical basis, from the point of
view of the standard heat balance equation.
qu = A.E .©.cr (T*t - T^) + .C .(T - T ) + losses ....15vti f f w fo p g o
Once again convection was neglected. The difficulty was to 
decide what was meant by the product A.E which terms represent
an area, the fla^ie emissivity and the shape factor (both relative 
to the area A). T^ was taken to be na mean flame temperaturen and 
assumed constant over the whole flame. In practice empirical 
values of the product E^.O ( = E) could be used, since there was
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no radiating surface as such but only the flame as a Hmcansourcei!. 
The carbon particle cloud was considered to be a homogeneous 
cloud of "grey*1 gas, with an absorption coefficient obeying the 
usual exponential law with thickness and the whole system was 
considered to be in thermodynamic equilibrium. The result of 
this study, when applied to a system withcompletely cooled walls, 
and for town gas fuel, may be written, in the nomenclature used 
here as:
Unfortunately the length dimension is not clearly defined and 
might be the enclosing tube diameter or some mixing length 
connected with the flame itself. It is interesting to note that 
some semi-empirical work done by Hurvich (108,109) in correlating 
the performance of many industrial furnaces (coal, oil and gas 
fired) used dimensionless groups which were combinations of some 
of Yhland’s groups, and in addition used the group T„ /T
o o •
It was shown in the previous section that the emissivity 
of a flame could be expressed by an equation of the type:
E
although there was some disagreement as to the value of n^.
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Suppose the flame emissivity is defined in terms of the area 
of the enclosing tube, then y*> D. From, Comcrford*s work 
(see page 15 ) it can be seen that the amount of cordon formed 
by a hydrocarbon fuel is a function of the time of heating, the 
temperature and the concentration of the fuel in a carrier gas*
Now for heating times shorter than ^0*5 seconds the amount of 
carbon formation was found to be very sensitive to temperature, 
but it has also been shown that the initial temperature profile of 
a flame was constant* Hence the initial rate of carbon formation 
may be considered to be a constant, and independent of temperature 
for a given fuel. For times of the order of up to 1'0 secand, 
the rate of carbon formation becomes insensitive to temperature,
and hence for a given fuel gas the effect of temperature and time 
on carbon formation in flames (of the order 1 second in life) should 
be negligible to a first approximation. The effect of gas 
dbncentration may be expressed as an unknown power function of the 
air to gas ratio, and hence
of emissivity along the flame length may justifiably be averaged 
to give a mean flame emissivity, whatever the flame temperature 
profile may be. It was hoped to carry out experiments to show 
whether or not equation 19 could be used with reasonable accuracy, 
to predict average flame emissivities.
This forms the theoretical basis'of the investigation to be 
proposed inthe next section.
C =
and equation 17 becomes:
E
It therefore seems reasonable to suppose that any variation
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SECTION 1+
PROPQ2ED INVESTIGATION
It was proposed to carry out an investigation of the heat 
transfer properties (particularly radiant ones) of a post-aerated 
town gas flame in an apparatus which was basically similar to 
those of both Saleh, and Lindrnark. Saleh's work was in the laminar 
and transitional flow regions (Reynolds number = 1,2.50 to 2,^00) 
whereas the work planned here was to be with a truly turbulent 
flame. Assuming that the same orders of magnitude of temperature 
and air entrainment per unit cross-section of enclosing tube would 
be found as in Saleh’s work, it was decided that a 6 inch nominal 
bore pipe should be tried for the production of a suitably turbulent 
flame*
In order to maintain a close tie with the work of Saleh 
it was decided to use town gas pressures at the nozzle of 0*5,
1*0 and 1*5 inches water gauge, and not to control the entrained 
air rate but leave it as a dependent variable. Using the criterion 
of constant D/J, from Saleh’s tests.the diameter of the largest 
nozzle was Jound to be 0*578 inches. The length to diameter ratio 
of all the nozzles themselves was kept at h*5, in line with Saleh's 
nozzles, although this point is not critical (see page 7 ). By 
way of comparison it was also proposed to use the 0*189 inch diameter 
nozzle of Saleh's in conjunction with the 6 inch tube. The 
other nozzles it was planned to use had diameters of 0*k37 inches, 
0 *332 inches and 0 *2.52 inches.
Since Saleh found that the separation of the nozzle from 
the base of the tube had no signifies,nt effect on this sytem from 
the point of view of flame characteristics, it was decided tn have 
the nozzle at approximately one tube diameter below the base of the 
tube. The a,mount of entrained air was to be varied by altering
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the tube length, but preliminary experiments showed that a minimum 
tube length, of 6 ft. was required to enclose the largc-r flanes.
A further removable section of tube (2 ft. long) was therefore 
used to effect this variation in length. Duo to the limiting 
height of the laboratory (13 ft.), an 8 ft. tube was the maximum 
length which could bo installed.
In order to obtain some idea of the experimental error 
involved in the tests it was planned to carry out each test twice, 
thus the total number of tests involved was 2 (replicates) X 
3 (gas pressures) X L\- (nozzles) X 2 (tube lengths) = k-3 tests.
The tests were then arranged .in statistically randomised order so 
that seasonal changes in ambient conditions and town gas composition 
would not produce a false effect.
Table XI (Appendix VII) shows all the tests laid out 
together with the randomised chronological order in which they 
were carried out. The !!En and !?EB!? series of tests will be 
explained later.
Compared with Saleh’s method, a fundamental difference 
was proposed in the analysis of the results. Instead of being 
based on heat transfer rates over fixed lengths of tube irrespective 
of the flame condition, it was proposed to use the visible flame 
length as the basics unit in each test. .Saleh’s results were 
to be re-analysed on this basis, but no statistical analysis 
would be considered. It was thought that this approach would give 
a more realistic view of flame radiation characteristics.
APPARATUS
Basically, the design of the apparatus contemplated for 
the heat transfer tests was similar to the designs of both 
Lindmark (ll) and Saleh (2). In landmark’s apparatus a vertical 
tube 1 6 ’ 0” long and 2 ’ 0” diameter was divided into 6 water-cooled 
calorimeter sections, each 2 ’ 8” long, and either oil or pulverised 
coal was injected from the top. Oblique radiation was neglected.
In the work of Saleh, the rapid increase in heat transfer at the 
beginning of the flame was largely missed due to the length of his 
calorimeter sections (which were 1 ’ 0" long and 2n N.B, diameter).
It was, therefore, considered desirable to make the sections near 
the nozzle as short as possible in order to obtain better profiles 
of the total heat transfer. However, there is a useful limit to 
which this may be done, since although a narrow angle radiation 
pyrometer will give the radiation falling on rhe calorimeter wall 
at any particular point perpendicular to the axis, the total radiatioi 
falling on that point will be modified by the oblique radiation 
along the tube. This oblique radiation can only be neglected if 
the radiation from the flame is constant for a length which is 
large compared with the diameter. It was, therefore, considered 
desirable to make the sections near the nozzle as short as possible 
in order to obtain better profiles of the total heat transfer.
However, there is a useful limit to which this may bedone, since 
although a narrow angle radiation pyrometer will give the radiation 
falling on the calorimeter wall at any particular point perpen­
dicular to the axis, the total radiation falling on that point 
will be modified by the oblique radiation along the tube. This
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to aid mixing and so rc-duce temperature fluctuation of the water 
leaving each calorimeter. The water outlets up to the thermometer 
pockets and the whole of the curved surface of the calorimeters 
were lagged with Yzu thick asbestos. The 1/8" gaps between the 
calorimeters were also packed with asbestos.
It was found during the preliminary tests that the corks 
used for closing the sighting tubes soon charred on their inside 
faces, This was prevented by fitting them with radiation shields 
which ended flush v/ith the wall of the flame tube itself, there 
being approximately a 1*5 inch air gap between these shields and 
the corks.
In order to centralise the nozzle co-axially, the tripod 
base was of all-welded construction, with two slip rings fitted 
between the tripod legs and machined out with the base plate which 
located the calorimeters. The length of pipe holding the nozzle
was madThined to fit these slip rings and held in place by 3 set­
screws in each ring.
The water level in the overhead tank was maintained at a 
constant level by the use of a 1M B.3.P. ball valve, which had been 
drilled out to increase its capacity. The water passed through a 
baffle in the tank into the larger quiescent volume where thb ball 
was situated, and from which the supply header to calorimeters and 
instruments was taken. The dovraconers from the calorimeters all 
led to a. common trough, at which position the flow rates of the 
individual calorimeters could be measured with a 2 litre measuring 
cylinder and stop watch.
The arrangement of the town gas supply and control system 
is shown in Fig. 10. The mains gas pressure was found to vary 
between 5 nnd 6*5 inches water gauge (depending on the time of day)
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and the weights in the constant pressure governor were adjusted to 
give a supply pressure of 3*0 inches water gauge. The nozzle g.as 
pressure was measured at a -point 6” up stream from the nozzle with 
an inclined manometer (slope 1 in 10). The gas temperature was 
also measured in order to reduce the volume to standard conditions 
(30” Hg and 60°F).
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SECTION 6 
INSTRUMENTS
6,1. Temperature measurement
Comprehensive surveys of methods of measuring' gas 
temperatures have been made, for example by Burton and Weeks (111) 
and also by the British Coal Utilisation Research Association (112) 
and consequently no new attempt to survey the field was made. It 
was considered that no material improvement could be made in the 
techniques used by Saleh (2) (which were: (a) the method of 
Schmidt (113) using a radiation pyrometer for the luminous part 
of the flame, and (b) the use of a suction pyrometer for the clean 
flue gases) and these two methods were again used in the present 
work. They are considered briefly hereafter.
6.1.1, Luminous flame temperature measurement 
Flame temperature has been defined (114) as "that temperature 
of a black body radiator which, on interposing a flame makes no 
difference to the radiation received by a narrow angle total 
radiation pyrometer". This condition is satisfied by the Schmidt 
method which also eliminates problems due to the temperature 
gradients across a flame. This method has been critically reviewed 
by Thring (90) who showed that if the flame was grey, the temperature 
could be calculated (without theoretical error and provided the flame 
did not reflect) whatever the temperature of the black body radiator. 
If the flame was not grey, (and it has been pointed out by Berkovitch 
(115) that it cannot be grey duo to the contribution to the total 
radiation made by the presence of CCh, and £4,0) and if the background
black body radiator was not at precisely the flame temperature, then
o
provided this temperature difference was not more than 100 C 
(too low, say) the error in the temperature of a flame of 1600'C
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would bo less than 20°C (too high)• The temperature and eriissivity 
of a groy flame may bo calculated fr~m the readings of a total 
radiation narrow angle pyrometer. This could be done by solving 
simultaneously the three equations for: (a) the radiation from the 
flame alone, (b) the black-body radiator alone and also (c) the 
flame backed by the black-body.
A more convenient practical modification of this method 
(which is free from error for a grey flame ) would be to plot 
graphically the radiation received by the pyrometer while varying 
the black body temperature. If this is done with and without the 
flame interposed, then two lines are obtained which cross where the 
"flame temperature", as defined -above, equals the black body 
radiation temperature. Due to the difficulty of varying the 
temperature of the black body radiator while still maintaining "black" 
radiation, the method which was actually adopted was to maintain the 
radiator at one temperature and carry out the radiation readings along 
the flame, then to bring the radiator to a second temperature, 
about 200 C° higher, and carry out a further set of readings along 
the flame. Preliminary tests, taking readings at one point on a 
flame and using the radiator at many temperatures, showed that the 
lines of the graphical method were sensibly straight in the region 
of the flame temperature if the radiation pyrometer response (in 
millivolts) was plotted against the black body temperature (in terms 
of the fourth power of the absolute temporaturc). Hence only two 
black body temperatures were used at each position along a. flame 
and the resulting three points on the graph joined by -a straight 
line to cut the calibration curve at the "flame temperature".
It may be noted here, that if the radiation from the black 
body radiator is "non-black" - either duo to bad design, or transient
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temperature variation, that is it has an omissivity of E^ (wher< 
< i#0), then the radiation from the flame backed by the 
radiator is given by:
H = E.crT^ + (l - E) „ E. „ crT ^2 f b b
and the radiation from the radiator alone is given by;
r 7 = e,.o-t 5;
3 b b
Now since by the graphical method the flame torrrperaturo is given
by R = R, then : - ' • • •2 3
E . o~ T ^  = E.crT^ + (1 - E),E. .c f t J;b b f b b
I„ = T.CE,)17^  ..........20f b b
Hence it is apparent that the emissivity of the radiator must 
vary appreciably from 1*0 before the accuracy of the flame 
temperature measurement is much affected, A more serious result 
of E^ < 1*0 is its direct effect on the absolute radiation 
measurements when using a pyrometer which has been calibrated with 
such a radiator, the instrument reading too high by a factor (l/E^) 
A total radiation diaphragm pyrometer similar in design to 
that used by Saleh was constructed and is shown in Figs, 11 and 12, 
The sole purpose of the intermediate diaphragms was to eliminate 
stray radiation and ensure that only the radiation defined by 
the optics of the system falls on the object diaphragm. However,
* *
i IN CHI S s.
ASSEHBLY FOR 55COPPER DISC5’ TYPE
THERMOCOUPLE DETECTOR
FISURE 13
V
* INCHES *
COMPONENTS OF ELECTROPLATED TYPE
THERMOPILE
FIGURE 14
CONSTANTAN WIRE (BEHIND CARD) 
SILVER PLATING (FRONT SURFACE)
SCALE » FULL SIZE
ELECTROPLATED TYPE THERMOPILE
F I G U R E  15
REAR V I M  OF MOLL TYPE 
MICROTHERMOPILE IN PYROMETER MOUNTING
FIGURE 16
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there appears to be no literature on the best size and position 
of these diaphragms and no explanation is given for the existing 
designs (2,12,116). The empirical method shown in Fig,11 was 
therefore adopted. The thermopile could not see any of the 
pyrometer wall itself, except that portion between the object 
diaphragm, and the next diaphragm in the tube. This meant that, 
since the diaphragms have sharp edges, radiation reflected into 
the wall could reach the thermopile only by re-reflection from the 
back of a more distant diaphragm. The diaphragms were of heavy 
construction in brass and sweated on tr- the pyrometer wall to obtain 
good thermal c ;ntact with this water cooled jacket. Thus the size 
and position of the diaphragms was determined, assuming perfect 
alignment of diaphragms, pyrometer, sighting tubes in flame tube 
and the furnace. In order to allow for any mal-alignment in the 
apparatus, the limiting diaphragm was then reduced from 9/ 16” to 
a diameter of 5/l6”.
The detecting element for which the jryrometer was designed 
was a ’’Moll” type micro-thermopile, consisting of 18 mangonin- 
constantan junctions in series, but due to delivery delay, two 
other typos of detector were tried out. The first detector was 
a ’’Copper disc” type of thermocouple (Fig. 13) consisting of a 
thin disc of copper, 9/ 16” diameter, soldered to a thin manganin- 
constantan couple and coated with vegetable black on the receiving 
surface. The second detector tried was a thermopile made by the 
electro-deposition of silver on a constantan wire (1 1 7,1 1 8,1 1 9,1 2 0). 
Three sets of the electro-deposition type of couples of 17 junctions 
each were made and connected in series as illustrated in Figs. l^ f and 15*
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The tips of the wire couples were again coated with vegetable 
black and, when mounted in the pyrometer, had an aluminium reflector 
placed behind them. The response of the copper disc and electro­
plated types of detector was found to be very poor when compared 
with the Moll type thermopile (which was eventually used, Fig. 16) 
being respectively 0*0293? O'Qkkk and 0*i|.8l mV per 50,000 Btu/ft^h.
In calibrating the pyrometer with the black body radiator 
it was found that a variation of ^0 F° in the cooling water inlet 
temperature produced a change in response of 3%. When the distance 
between the radiator target and pyrometer was varied from I V  to
2V  (the extremes possible) the output varied by 1 *3%° It was
found that if the furnace was maintained at constant temperature 
for not less than 3/k hour or even allowed to cool at >5 F°/h, a 
perfectly smooth and constant calibration line was always obtained.
In all, some 50 calibration points were thus obtained and only a 
very slight curvature was observed near the origin (1 2 ,1 2 0,1 2 1,1 2 2, 
123). The calibration curve is shown in Fig. 17? and was Mspot- 
checked" at one point after every test.
The angle subtended by the pyrometer was 0*00157 steradians
2
and the response was 0*0962 mV per 10,000 Btu/ft h. By comparison,
the instrument used in the Ijmuiden experiments (1 2) subtended an
angle of 0*002 steradians and had a response of 0*312 mV per 
2
10,000 Btu/ft h. The one used by Saleh subtended an angle of
2
0*00226 steradians, and had a response of 0*152 mV per 10,000 Btu/ft h.
In constructing the black body radiator (1 16) it was shown 
by Buckley (12^) that for a simple cylinder, closed at one end, if 
the emissivity of the material of construction was only 0 *5 ? then 
an effective emissivity of 0 *9 9 could be obtained if a uniform 
temperature zone equal to 2*9 diameters existed. In the 2 Kw, 
black-body radiator furnace actually constructed (Fig. 18) the
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opening was stopped clown to 1 3/ V 1 diameter in order to increase 
the effective length to diameter ratio while the- diameter of the 
target itself was 3 l/A"» The winding was of "Kanthal Al" wire 
wound on the inside of a silliminite tube and was embedded in alumina 
cement. The 2 Kw. power supply at 28 v. was from a transformer 
and the control was by a "Sunvic" energy regulator. The thermal 
capacity of the furnace was f^und to be sufficient to prevent this 
’’On-Off” type of control from causing temperature fluctuations which 
could be detected with the radiation pyrometer. In order to avoid 
eddy currents, the Pt/Pt + 13/ Ph thermocouple situated in the target 
was enclosed in a nickel tube which was earthed (125)« The target 
itself was made of a mixture of 3 volumes of carborundum powder to 
1 volume of alumina cement and hod a large number of 1/16” diameter 
by 3/8" deep holes impressed on its face. The thermocouple came
to within 1/8" from this face. The insulation was entirely by
Vermiculite and l/i*’’ asbestos boards. The furnace was wrapped in 
16 S.W.G. aluminium sheet. During operation the surface temperature
o
was approximately 100'C. Similar designs of furnace arc given in 
the literature (126,127*128,129). When the furnace xvas maintained 
at a steady temperature it was not found possible to see the holes 
in the target, nor wherethe target and furnace tube met. The 
temperature variation in this region was therefore probably less than 
2F° (130).
6.1.2. Flue gas temperature measurement
The suction pyrometer (111,131*132,133) used for the flue
gas temperature measurement is shown in Fig. 19• Originally nickel
foil was wound round the thermocouple protection tube in a spiral to 
act as multiple radiation shields but during the preliminary experi­
ments this became very brittle and broke up. It was therefore 
replaced with a spiral of platinum foil (3 8 gauge) giving the equivalent
- 36 -
of two concentric cylinders as radiation shields, plus the protection 
tube acting as a third shield. The free cross sectional area for 
flow was 0 *0 1 8 8 ins.^
Due to the temperature fluctuations the e.m.f. of the couple
was recorded on a high speed pen recorder giving a full scale
diflection in less than 1 second. Suction was provided by a
rotary vane pump and tests showed that the recorded temperature
* 3reached a maximum when the gas rate was 0*015 ft /s at S.T.P. This 
represents 120 ft/sec. at S.T.P. and gave a pressure drop across the 
instrument of 5 ins! Hg. Tests showed that the recovery factor 
(111) was 0*79 and, since calculations showed that the velocity 
correction was only 2*0 F°, this means that the actual correction 
to be applied was only (1 - 0*79) .2*0 — 0*A2 F° and this was hence­
forth neglected. Thus the only correction it was necessary to 
apply to the recorded temperature was the cold junction correction 
which is discussed later.
After the experimental work had beencompleted several papers 
were published by Land (13A»135) i*1 which the accuracy of a suction 
pyrometer is theoretically analysed, and two tests are given which 
may be applied to this type of instrument to give an idea of its 
accuracy of temperature measurement.
A suction pyrometer in which the outer radiation shield has 
an electrically heated compensating winding has been recommended 
(131) but has more recently been reported by Srikantiak (1 36) to 
be unreliable and difficult to operate.
6.1.3* Wall temperature measurement
Since the work of Saleh has shown that the wall temperatures 
likely to be encountered are of the same order of magnitude as the 
cooling water in the calorimeters, copper constantan thermocouples 
were used for the wall temperature measurements. A small cut was
DOUBLE POLE 
LEAF SWITCH
C O P P E R C O P P E R
(h o t ) CONSTANTA N POT'
pt"N3%RI» COPPER 
--------- CD------------
C O P P E R
------ O ---- - -- — • ---
(h o t ) Pt CO P P E R  NICKEL
(e x t e n s i o n  l e a d s ) j
(c O L D : 0°c) 
THERMOCOUPLE WIRING
F I G U R E  2 0
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made with a file in the top edge of the wall of each calorimeter
and the couple embedded in it with soft solder with its tip at the
centre of the wall.
6.1.If. Cooling water temperature measurement
Mercury in glass thermometers (-10°C to +110°C) were used
for measuring the temperature of the water in and out of the
calorimeters. The thermometer in the instrument cooling water
was used to indicate the temperature of the water entering the
calorimeters. The calorimeter water outlet thermometers were
therefore calibrated against this one every few degrees in order
that accurate temperature differences could be obtained. The
o
instrument thermometer itself was also checked in ice (0 C), boiling 
methyl-iodide (Af2*If°C), boiling carbon tetrachloride (76*8°C)
/ O \and boiling water (100'C). All of these checks gave corrections 
of less than +0 * 8 C° to be applied.
In order to keep the heat losses from the calorimeter 
lagging to a minimum, the minimum temperature rise was aimed at. 
However, since the thermometers can only be road to 0*1 C°, for 
1% accuracy (arbitrary), there must be a temporature rise of at 
least 10 C°. The water rates were measurable, easily and con­
sistently* to within 5 nil* in a 2 litre measuring cylinder. Hence 
quantities between % and 2 litres (depending on the flow rate) 
could be collected against a stop watch giving an expected accuracy 
in the total heat transfer rate of the order of 1%,
6 »1.5* Cold junctions, switches and potentiometers 
The wiring arrangement of the two types of thermocouple 
which were used is shown in Fig. 20. Double pole, silver contact 
leaf switches were used to connect the cold junctions and potentiometer 
to the desired thermocouple. The "Doran11 potentiometer used could 
be estimated to microvolts.
■"J—f—? 7"?
tO  $0 100 ZOO 400  to o 1000 
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Tooo Zooo
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JUNCTION TE M P E R A T U R E  OF t»F s 2) ( F °)
/aft 1
H r
WHERE tff* C O L D  JUNCTION TEMPERATURE
TEMPERATURE CORRECTION FOR COLD JUNCTION OF 
P t /P t  «H3%Rh AT ( y 3 2 ) F °  ABOVE THE (CALIBRATION) 
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The high speed recording potentiometer used with the
Pt/Pt + 13% Rh thermocouples maintained the cold junction at
room temperature, not at 0'JC (for which thermocouple c a lib ra t io n
data were available (1 3 7, 1 3 8,1 3 9,1^0 ) ) and a correction was
therefore applicable in this respect (141). The correction (t )
c
to be added to the recorded temperature (T) is given by : -
(de/dT)
t =. -— ------ . (T -32) F° ____........21
(d e/dT)T a
where
(de/dT)^^ I3 the slope of the calibration curve at the ice point 
and. (de/dT)^ is the slope at the measured temperature. The 
ambiant temperature in the potentiometer cabinet is T. Fig. 21
B.
was constructed from the calibration da.ta in order to facilitate 
this calculation.
6 .2 . Other Instruments
6.2.1. Gooderham gas analyser (1A2, 1A3, 1AA, 14-3, 1A6)
The flue gas analysis was made with a Gooderham gas
analyser, which used solid gas absorption reagents instead of the 
liquid ones used in the conventional Orsat apparatus. Soap film 
meters were incorporated to measure the gas volumes, and these 
were calibrated with nitrogen several times during the course of 
the tests. A water cooled probe (l/8n diameter) was used to 
sample the gases, and under steady conditions the apparatus gave 
analyses which were consistant to within 0 *1% (on the total volume).
6.2.2. Town gas metering
For the smaller gas flows a nominal 200 ft /h. bellows 
type dry displacement meter was available, and the Gas Council 
kindly calibrated this meter before and after the experiments up 
to 100% overload. It was found that above A3 ft /h. the calibration
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curves were identical, the meter reading 1*3% too high.
For the high flow rates a meter was made which consisted 
of a double ended cone which fitted into a 1” I.D. brass tube 
forming an annular type venturi meter (Fig. 22). By using a 
wide range micromanometer constructed in the laboratory (Fig. 23)
(12*7,lif8) the meter was calibrated against the dry displacement
~z.
meter up to about A00 ft /h. The calibration curve (Fig. 2if) 
was then extrapolated for use at higher gas flows, and further 
lines calculated from this calibration line to allow for variation 
in the town gas density. The manometer gave steady pressure drop 
readings of •+ 0*002 inches water gauge. This implied an error in 
the flow of + 0*1% at 800 ft^/h. and +0*8% at 200 ft^/h. The 
actual gas density was measured relative to the air density with a 
’’Simmance” specific gravity bell and the true air density was 
calculated with the aid of wet and dry bulb hygrometer readings 
and a modified psychrometric chart (Fig. 25)•
6.2.3* Manometers
Apart from the micro-manometer mentioned above only normal 
U-tube glass manometers were used, except for the jet nozzle 
pressure, where an inclined (l in 10) reservoir type of manometer 
was used.
6.2.A* A.T.B. number of town gas (1A9»150)
The Aeration Test Burner (’’A.T.B”) number of town gas was 
determined during each heat transfer test. This test gives an 
empirical indication of the composition of the gas being burnt* it 
is merely a measure, in arbitrary units, of the flame velocity when 
the gas is burnt at a given air to gas ratio. An ’’average” value 
for the town gas at Battersea was considered to be 6 7: a low value
such as 50 would indicate a high flame velocity, possibly due to 
increase in hydrogen content.
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SECTION 7 
PRELIMINARY TESTS
7.1. General
Some preliminary tests were carried out with two main 
objects in view: firstly to decide on the feasibility of the
range of the variables proposed in Section A» and secondly to 
obtain some idea of the accuracy with which the proposed tests 
could be carried out. A few tests of a preliminary nature were 
also carried out in order to demonstrate the effect of forcing a 
laminar flow pattern on to the combustion system.
7*2. Capacity of Combustion Tube
Using the 0*578 ins. dia. nozzle it was found that the 
maximum jet pressure obtainable was only 1*6 ins. water gauge, and 
with a 6 ’ 0” high flame tube, only a very small amount of excess 
air was entrained. This was therefore considered a satisfactory 
size for the largest nozzle when using a jet pressure of 1*5 ins. 
water gauge.
7.3* Homogeneity of flue gas
Due to the large tube diameter and presence of the flame, 
the temperature, velocity and gas species concentration profiles 
might have made it difficult, or impossible, to obtain a representa­
tive gas analysis from one position in the cross-section of the 
tube. This was desirable since even one accurate gas analysis could 
take several hours.
It is shown in Appendix IV that provided AP/T is constant
across the tube, and presupposing constant gas composition, then
2the mass flow rate is also constant (since (AP/T)cc lb/ft. h). This 
is because, for this condition, the.density and velocity gradients 
cancel out the effect of each other.
- A1 -
Temperature and velocity head pressure drop traverses 
were done at the level of the top sighting tube of the 6* 0” 
length of flame tube* The static head tube was fitted to the 
cork in the sighting tube and a fine wire gauze was fitted flush 
with the flame tube wall to minimise eddy currents in the sighting 
tube. The velocity head tube was an 1/8” O.D. nickel tube 
( 36 gauge wall thickness) with a right angle bend 3" from the 
up-stream end. The tube was fitted to a gland which was bolted 
to the top calorimeter flange: thus two diametrical traverses
were made at right angles to one another. The pressure difference 
was measured with the micromanometer which was normally used with 
the gas flow meter. The temperature traverse was done with the 
suction pyrometer. The positions at which readings were taken are 
such that they form the correct mean positions for 5 equal area 
annuli (see Appendix III). This excludes the centre line reading 
which was taken as an additional point for use as reference.
The following data only (Table I) care given by way of an 
example, since they show the worst concentration gradients found. 
Bach temperature and pressure figure on the radius was the average 
of A figures along the two diameters at right angles. (The jet 
size was not one of the standard test ones).
TABLE 1
Temperature and Velocity Profiles across 
Flame Tube
Test No: 1A/6/195A
L = 6* 0” "
L ± 7 1 6” L
P = 1 *5 ” 1
J = 0*529" i
TEST NO. 14/6/19f4 
L =  ^  • - Q  •'
Lf= 7 ‘-6"
p =  r 5 ,,,u4'^.
J =  o-sz?»
u
<a
u.
A = TEMPERATURE (ABSOLUTE) 
0 * (v e l o c i t y  h e a d * a )^
7 * (velocity head/a)^
£ 0 5 IO 15 2 0 2 5 0*0
INCHES RADIUS
VARIATION OF S.T.P. GAS FLOW RATE ACROSS TUBE
F I G U R E  2 6
o_
-  %
ING T U B E : Bottom 43 5 6Z 7 3
THICK PORTION o f  ABSCISSA REPRESENTS THE VISIBLE FLAME WIDTH
HORIZONTAL TRACES OF FLAME WITH BARE Pt/Pt-M3©/o
Rh THERMOCOUPLE
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TABLE I (Continued)
Posit­
ion
T
(°H)
T
T
m
(ins. v* g.)
AP
APm
/AP. T f
Up t /\ m m 
oc (ft/h)
/AP T "/2 (
/— ■J2
W  )?
oc (lb/ft h)
/ 2,350 1*00 0 0*03 8 6 1*000 1*000 ' 1*00 0
’ 1 2 ,2 3 8 1 0*939 0*0519 0*886 0*91 0 ‘ 0 *96 6
2 2,164 0*897 0*0482 0*823 0*859 0*944
3 2,04-1 0*832 0*0425 0*72 6 0*777 0 * 9 H
k 1 903 0*76 0 0*0393 0*670 0*713 0*9 1 2
5 1,695 0*649 0*0228 0*389 0*513 0*893
mean , 0 *9 2 6
These data are shown in Fig. 26, together with the Prandtl 
1/7 power law distribution. It will be seen that the 
temperature distribution follows this law very closely (1 3 1) 
and the velocity distribution not quite so well, while the 
mass flow tak.es on a conical distribution pattern. All other 
tests had almost constant mass flow distribution.
In this same test, as can be seen from Table II, there is 
a considerable gas species concentration gradient: this has been 
weighted according to the mass flow in the two final columnst-
TABLE II
Variation of Flue Gas Composition with Radial Position 
Test No: 14/6/1954-
Position Vol. % Measured
Corrected 
N.T.P. Vol.%
CO °2 c°2 °2
i. 9» 05 4 -8 0 - -
1 8 ‘33 5»24 9 .0 2 5 -6 8
2 7*93 6*59 8«36 6*97
3 7*75 7° 35 7*92 7° 51
4 7*63 8 .0 4 7-79 8 -2 1
5 7.4-3 8.57 5.94 7*04
Average 7 .8 2 7 .1 6 7 .8 0 7 .0 8
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However, it is apparent that not only are these ^average values 
of the gas compositions almost identical, but the uncorrected mean 
is within 1% of the uncorrected composition given at position 3» 
which is the correct sampling position, should only one sample 
be taken. Table III compares the average composition (uncorrected) 
with the composition at position 3 (uncorrected) for all the 
preliminary tests of this series. The tests covered large and 
small gas pressures and jet sizes over the range to be encountered 
in the main experiment.
TABLE III
Comparison of Mean D.F.G. % CO^ with % CCL, at Mean Position
Average Vol. % 
CO^ in D.F.G. 
(as measured)
Vol. % C02 at 
Position 3 (as 
measured)
7 * 82 7*75
4*48 4 *8 0
7 *2 9 7 *28
1*19 1*12
1*91 1*93
7*98 7*92
8*49 8*68
8*93 9 *10
The variation in composition at the corresponding positions 
of the 4 radii was of the order of 0*1% total gas, that is, the 
same as the order of accuracy of the Gooderham gas analyser. It 
was therefore concluded that the flue gas composition was symmetrical 
about the centre line and that, from the above table, it was 
necessary to take only one gas sanrple, from position 3*
Related to this problem was the calculation of the total 
momentum of the gas leaving the tube. This was required for the 
calculation of entrained air and is dealt with in Appendix VI,
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7»4» Flame width
It was assumed by Saleh (2) that in his 2 in, flame tube 
the flame always touched the wall over the whole of its length, 
except at low levels of P and J, where the diameter at the lower 
end of the tube was measured visually. This was not in fact 
entirely justified: subsequent observations of his apparatus when
working have shown that the flame never actually touches the tube 
wall, there apparently always being an annulus about 1/4” wide 
between the two. This is to be expected when excess air is present 
and, in fact, means that Saleh’s flame emissivities may have actually 
been as much as 25% greater than his figures showed.
The problem was more serious in the present case where the 
flame was considerably smaller than the tube insome instances.
Other workers (12,98) have been able to observe the whole flame 
width and take time exposure photographs with the aid of transverse 
slots in their apparatus. This was not possible with the present 
apparatus and the idea of taking a photograph along and obliquely 
to the flame axis was not considered to be practicable.
In the hope that the extra heat release in the combustion 
zone might make itself apparent in the transverse temperature 
gradient, a test was carried out using a bare thermocouple and the 
high speed recorder to trace a temperature gradient across the 
flame at various diameters. The results of this test (shown in 
Fig. 27) were disappointing, the only reliable figures for the flame 
radius being those near the nozzle where visual observations were, 
in any case, quicker and easier to make. Each point in Fig. 27 
represents the average e.m.f. (mV) recorded over a period of 15 secs, 
and is at 1/4” intervals along a radius.
Visual methods were therefore relied upon. The method 
adopted was to use a strip of aluminium sliding through a perspex 
plug, the last 1/4” of the strip being bent at right angles. The
-  h5 -
bent end was chen inserted through the desired sighting tube 
and its position adjusted until the flame appeared to flicker in 
front as often as it flickered behind the bent piece of aluminium. 
When the points were all plotted, together with the obser/od flame 
height, against position along tube axis they consistently formed 
a fairly smooth curve, showing the method was not entirely 
unsatisfactory,
7«5* Effedt of wall temperature
The expected magnitude of the error, when a different 
(mean) wall temperature was used in tests (due to different heat 
release and water flow rates), could be estimated from Newton's 
theory of small errors by assuming mean values for the temperature, 
emissivity and convective heat transfer coefficient.
Assuming total nett heat transfer,
H = E.cr;(T^ - T^) + h(T. - T )    22f w f w
6T ,
6H = - . U.E.cr.T4 + h,T )   231 w ww
Substituting h = 1*6 Btu/ft^h.F° and E = 0*09, and supposing the
two wall temperatures investigated were 70°F and 170°F,
.*. 6T = 1 0 0  F° and mean T = 580°R, w ? w ^ '
6H = - 152*5 Btu/ft h.
Two tests were carried out with wall temperatures as near as
possible to those given above and the measured difference was
2
actually - 160 Btu/ft h,the mean heat transfer rate being If,7^0 
Btu/ft^h*
7*6. End losses
At the lower end of the tube, with a fixed separation of 
the jet, small flames would have a greater portion of their length 
exposed than large ones, and would therefore lose a greater 
proportion of their heat by radiation outside the tube than the 
larger ones. Preliminary tests showed that flames of the same order
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of size as those given by the low levels of factors P and J, lose 
only about 2% of their heat input due to this cause. This loss 
was therefore neglected and no further measurements of it were 
made.
The major heat loss of the whole system was In the enthalpy
of the flue gases and the chief cause of error here was the accuracy
with which the gas analysis could be made. It has been pointed 
out (1 5 1) that the specific heats of theoretical products of com­
bustion from widely different fuels differ by less than A
temperature against specific heat diagram was therefore constructed 
(Fig. 28) for various air to gas ratios, to facilitate the calculati 
of the flue gas heat losses from the flue gas flow rate and its bulk 
mean temperature.
7.7. Test using 0*l89 inch diameter nozzle.
It was found by Saleh using a 0*l89 in. diameter nozzle
and a gas pressure of 1*5 ins. water gauge in a 2 in. N.B, flame
tube, that the flame was considerably protracted, extending for 
1 in. above the 6 ! 0” length of flame tube. Also, only just 
sufficient air was entrained for complete combustion.
On using these conditions in the 6 in. N.B. flame tube
it was found that the flame behaved as if it were free, and the
following data were obtained:
TABLE IV
Heat Transfer using 0*189 inch Diameter Nozzle
Flame length = 20” (total).
Free flame length = 21” (see Appendix VII).
Town gas rate = 80*1 ft^/h. at 30” Hg. and 60°F.
Entrained air - 4310 ft^/h.
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TABLE IV (Continued)
Calorimeter 
Numb er:
Heat Transferred
Total Radiant
(Btu per 
h.fb w)
, (Btu/h per 
calorimeter)
(Btu per 
h.ft w)
8 (Top) 961 399 27
27
7 1010 630 28
29
6 1035 64-6 31
33
5 1153 720 38
4-7
4- 64-7 807 83
3 768 938 331
2 94-8 1181 884-
l(Bottom) 773 964- 930
Total heat transferred over flame length = 2127 Btu/h
Radiant heat transferred over flame length = 174-9 Btu/h
This contrasts with the 1 0 ,2 8 0 Btu/h which was radiated from the 
flame in the smaller tube.
7 °8 . Tests with flow straightners
A few tests were done in which the turbulence in the 
flame tube had been purposely reduced. Six strips of tinplate 
(2 ins. wide x 6 ft. long) were mounted inside the flame tube 
symmetrically and radially with support wires. It was calculated 
that this should reduce the Reynolds number in the tube to about 
1,000. A further detachable "fin” made from two crossed pieces 
of tinplate was mounted between the nozzle tip and the base of the 
flame tube to act as a jet flow straightener. Tests were done
using a 0 *34-4- ins. diameter nozzle (non-standard size) and 1*3  
ins. w.g. jet pressure. Only the total heat transfer rates were 
measured, and these results are shown for the various flow 
conditions in Table V.
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TABLE V
Tests with Flow Straighteners
Calori­
meter
No.
Total heat transfer (Btu/ft^h)
No flow 
straightener
Jet flow 
straightener 
only
Tube flow 
straightoner 
only
Tube and Je 
flow 
straightener
8 (top) 282,0 2730 2710 2830
7 3200 2940 3810 4210
6 362,0 3100 3610 3200
5 42,2,0 4040 6170 6930
4 5260 4380 9650 8030
3 2,670 3930 9610 7880
2 3470 3610 5910 6410
1 (bottom) 460 2390 3860 3890
Flame
Length (ins) 36 + 3 36 + 3 42 + 3 48 + 3
t Gas,rate
(ft /h) 248 270 270 286
It can be seen that the greatest heat recovery from
the flame occurs when the flame commences as a turbulent one 
(without the jet flow straightener), but is then converted to a 
laminar one in the flame tube. These results are shown graphically 
in Fig. 29.
SECTION 8
PROCEDURE AND TYPICAL TEST CALCULATION 
9.1* General
At the commoncement of a test, the variables were set at the
levels previously decided upon by the use of tables o? random numbers 
(see page 25 ) .
The black body target furnace was switched on and sot to reach 
a temperature of about 1,200°C^ the cooling water was turned on and 
ico was put in the cold-junction thermos flask. The calorimeter flow 
rates wor- sot high or low according to the size of the flame and 
experience. Next the flame was lit .did the gas rate -idjuotod to give 
the desired jet pressure. The temperature of the cooling water entering 
and. leaving the calorimeters was recorded every 15 minutes until equilibrium 
had been attained. This usually took one to two hours.
During this time the water rates -nd the barometric pressure 
were measured. The gas flow rate was measured either by the venturi - 
meter or the gas motor. The wot and dry bulb temperatures were measured 
by a whirling hygrometer. The gas density (relative to air) and "ATB" 
number wore likewise measured. When equilibrium had boon reached the 
wall temperatureo wore recorded. Th- suction pyrometer temperature 
readings were next recorded, starting ..t the too of the tube end working 
down each sighting tube until the flame was reechod. When the furnace 
was at a steady temperature the first set of Schmidt ra.di i.tion readings 
wore taken over the length of the flame. While the furnace was being 
allowed to cool steadily to about 850°C for the second cot of Schmidt 
r 'diution readings the radiv. tion from th • ilmo alone was measured. A 
water cooled target hud to bo used for these racdation readings du, to 
heating up of the plate covering the cork in the opposite sighting tube.
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Tiio visible flame radius and 1 ;ngth aid the flue gas analysis wore 
also obtained at this stage. Finally, the second sot of Schmidt 
readings were recorded when tho vurnaco temperature was again steady.
The apparatus was then closed down.
Since the Schmidt measurements were rather time-consuming, the 
time taken for a complete tost varied from 8 to 12 hours, depending on 
the particular flame size.
After tho main series of tests had been completed there wore 
still several days available in which tests could be carried out and it 
was, therefore, decided to do the special HE?! series of tests. In these 
tests the amount of excess air entrained was limited to only a few 
percent by fitting an adjustable diaphragm to the top calorimeter.
Finally the f,EE" series were carried out in which P = 0*5 ins. w.g. 
and J = 0*4-37 ins. and the excess sir was varied between the two limits 
of the main tests and the "En series.
Wh on the calorimeters hud been stripped down tho free flame 
lengths were measured visually and measurements also taken of the flame 
tip temperature and gas composition. The results of these tests are 
given in Appendix VII , Table XI? • In tho ,!B” end "EE” series of 
tests, it was possible to moke only radiation measurements, duo to the 
pressure developed in the tube which was capable of producing a 
horizontal flam;.: 2’ 0” long when the sighting tube cork was removed.
Ac a worked example tost no. 23 was taken as being representative 
of the calculations employed. Tho calculations below ore given 
immediately aft or the appropriate data from tho log sheets, which so fur 
as possible, have boon nboxed”.
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8.2. Basic Calculation3
Date ' 22.6.55
Chronological Do. 51
Variable Setting
D 6° 18”
L 81 0,!
J 0*457M
P 0*5 ins. w.g.
Barometer 50*57 ins. Hg.
Wet bulb 16*5 °C
Diy bulb 24* 6 ° C
nAn number 59*5
-- 76*5 °F
Hence, from Fig. neglecting the deviation from sta.ndo.rd atmospheric
pressure, tho air density was O ’0755 lbs/ft° wot air. Therefore the
20 ° 27
actual density under laboratory conditions was 0*0755 . go^g""' “
0°0746 lbs/ft.6
Also, from a psychromstrie chart, the amount of water vapour present was
5 5
0*0115 lbs/lb. dry air = 0*0185 ft. /ft. dry aim (assuming tho vapour 
is dilute enough to behave as a perfect gas), or 0*0182 ft.°/ft.° wet air. 
Specific gravity of gg.ss
Gas time 55*0, 35*1 secs.
Air time 54*8. 55*1 secs..
Gas time 
Air time
0*409, 0*406
*. Mean S.G. - 0*403
Town gas density ~ 0*408.0*0746 = 0*0504 lbs/ft.
Gas rate (gas mater) 10 i t. in. min. 54 5
£
235*0 ft. /h. as measured
Hence, rate at SO’1 Hg, 60°F = 235*0 520 . 50 * 57
1 “015”” (460 + 76*5) 50*00
,<U-D O Stu. 0 ft.°/h.
.*. Theoretical air requirement = 4*49 . 225* 5
- 1005 std. ft.^/h.
i\nd heat input (on gross C.V.) = 500.225*5
= 112,700 Btu/h.
Flue gas analysis at position for mean anlysie at tlio top oi 21 0n
colorimotor so ction;~
Total less C02 less 0 g less CO
Volume units of 100*0 98*3 80*6 80*9
100*0 98*1 31*2 81*4gas 100*0 93*0 80*8 80*8
100*0 98*0 80*7 30*7
100*0 98*0 80*8 80*8
ng the
ap C0a
p o2
P CO
- 2*20 5
~ 17‘15 (i 
= 0 °QO j
pi p•pQ x
Tho theoretical % C02 D»F*G « = ? £ ~ 1 7 %  S^;3° Appondjjr I}
(us a chock on analysis = 12*01
accuracy)
Using tho correlation in Fig. 48 (calculated I'rcm Appendix II) tho
theoretical h C02 D.F.G. as calculated from the town gas .nalysis should
be 11*98. But the limit of error on the theoretical % C02 calculated
from the D.F.G. analysis is given by+ 0*161 . 11°98
2*20
s ±0*879
Hence the 12“01% is well within the expected limits of 11*98 + 0*88 
and che flue gas analysis is therefore acceptably accurate.
Applying a carbon balance to the system, the volume of dry flue 
gas at S. T. P. = 225*5-48*5/2*2
4970 std.ftVh.
How %N2 in D.F.G. = 100 - (2*2 + 17*15)
80*65%
Hence by a nitrogen balance the volume of entrained (dry) air 
again at ,3. !. P. = ((4970.80*65) - (225*5-4-‘5 ))
= 5080 std.ft'Vh.
Hence, excess air(‘“~~“r - l).100 = 404%
J.005
The air/gas ratio (Q/q) = 22*5
Hence the adiabatic combustion temperature,(See appendix II, Fig.52)
T , = 1025°Fgad
Water vapour in entrained air = 5060.0*0182
93'5 fb/h
/.Total water vapour in flue gas = 1*094*225*5 + 95*5
541 ft-Vh
/.Total wet flue gas (Qj?0) = 4970 + 341
5311 std.ft'Vh.
The gas analysis may now be summarised :-
Gas Dry Wet
% CO 
% H O  
n
/0 2 
% n2
% CO
2*2
17*15
80*65
0 *00
2*06  
6 * 42 
16*05
75*47
0*00
100*00 100*00
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8«3» Total heat transfer
(Positions are referred to by the sighting tubes which are numbered 
from the bottom).
Instrument cooling water temperature = 17*7°C 
Equilibrium cooling water temperatures (°C):-
. 1 Bot L 2 . 3 . 4 I T T ]
_
9
10 11 , 12 1 Top 1
Out °C 25*5141*9
..................... J..................... - -
38*1 31*7 27*7 30*1 32*0 32*0 42* 71
From the thermometer calibrations the corrected inlet temperatures to 
the calorimetei 
converted to Fc
eters were deduced and the temperature difference then 
,o
In  °C | 15*9J16*0 18*0J18*2 17*7 18"  4 17*9 I 17'9 18*7 j
AT j 9*6)25*9 20*1 13*5 10*0 11*7 14* l 14*1 24*0 !___ 1r .......... (
AT(F°) ! 17*3 j 4-6*6 j 36*2 24*3 
Water rate : -
18*0 21*1 25*4 25*4 W 2 i
ml/30 s| 392 282 445 j 615| W 980. 664 595 j 5551
Hence the total heat transfer rate = y?— '-3 — !7‘94 (Btu/h),secs}.
also the specific heat transfer rater (since the surface areas of 
the 6”, 12" and 24" long calorimeters were respectively 0*808, 1*617  
and 3 *2 3 2 ft2) were
Btu/
ft^.h
Wall tc
1750
smperc
4000
itureis
5 260 !4880
3 (copper/c
4130 . 
jonstantan
3380 
e.m.f.)
2750 f 2470 i9 6 0 !
' (mV) j 1 * 9 2*35 '2 * 4312 * 14 1*78 ) 1*72 1*82 1*70 "1*831
Hence mean wall temperature, Tw
= 110 F
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6 Jf. Flame length and radius
Flame tip fluctuated between 7th and 8th sighting tubes.
Flame length, = Zf2" + separation distance (5")
= V7"
p
Hence, area of tube radiated to = 5"67 ft
Flame radius = y/ 2  ins.
and radius factor = y/D
= y/6 °l8
Hc-nce for every sighting tube over the flame length:- (6” intervals)
Position Bot. 2 3 k 5
f...1
6 7 8
y/2 " 1*30 1°85 2 ’ 20 2 ' H 3*05 1*75 - -
y/D 0 % 2 .0 0 61 r 0-m70\ 0 *6 7 0 '57 0 #3/f* -
*This figure was obtained by drawing a smooth curve through the points.
8 .5 . Suction pyrometer temperatures
The recorded voltages on the high speed recording potentiometer 
chart were averaged for each centre line position. The cold junction 
correction was made as described on page 5 8 . The temperature inside 
the recorder was 27*2°C. Hence the true centre line and Prandtl 1/7 
power mean temperatures were calculated:-
Position - _ . k 5 6 ■ 7 8 . 9 10 , 11 12 ,
Flame .....  - - - X X X X X X X X - - - - -
T °F ............. _ 1232 IO67 957 912 906 857 829
<5?T /&)+1¥ 3 - - - -m 6 - 10Jf5 907
816 779 Ilk
L_ J
734----- 709 ,
By interpolation the mean temperatures at the flame tip and at 6 ’ 0" 
from the tube base were found to be 863°F and 697°F respectively.
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8.6. Schmidt tempo lecture s , flume radiation . ad emissivitys
Position Bottom D 3 4 r. 6 7 3 '
Pyrometer (mV] 0 * 517 0*559 0*555 0 ooO 0 * 550 0*601 0*505 -
Furnace (mV) 11*549 11*196 11*556 11*192 11*266 11*212 11*279 -
‘Pyremoter (mV, 0*450 0*13 5 0*440 0*423 0*117 0*404 0*400 -
Furnace (mV) 10*563 10*539 10*373 10*345 10*366 10 bo9 10*550 -
Plano .alone 
(mV) 0*050 0*045 0*055 0*033 0*053 0*017 0*009 0*004
Hence from the graphical Schmidt ;n;.thodi -
T C°F) 1691 194.5 2056 1796 1561 (1245) (1090)
<TTp Btu/ft. I; 57,070 57,600 66,160 44,830 58,760 14,080 9,408 -
In those occasional tests in which it was found possible to overlap 
the Schmidt and suction pyrometer readings (o.g. positions 6 and 7 
hero), the suction pyrometer temperature was taken to bo the more 
accurate, since the low umissivity at the flume tip tends to reduce tho 
accuracy of the Schmidt method. In tho correlations derived later the 
flame is assumed to fill the tube and the omissivity (E) is calculated 
here on this basis. Hence, since tho flame radiation (as measured by 
the narrow angle pyrometer) comes effectively from a cylinder of radius 
y/2, then the equivalent radiant intensity if tho flame filled tho tube 
(radius D/2) is found by; (measured radiation).y/D .
Po sition Bottom 5 A 5 6 nI 8
Measure^ rad. 
(Btu/ft~h)
3550 5000 5600 5100 2.600 1900 1000 440
effectiveui
ile-jne r&a. 
(Btu/ftVill.h
1420
)
3050 2570 3170 1740 1080 340 -
.*. Effective 
luminous 
emissivity (D)
0*0583 0*0550 0*0588 0*0484 0*0605 0*0767 0*0361 -
O r TOTAL HEAT TRANSFER RATE 
A *  PYROMETER RADIATION READING 
CALCULATED NON-LUMINOUS RADN. 
0= LUMINOUS RADIATION CALCULATED 
ON BASIS OF FLAME DIAMETER 
—  * INTERPOLATED TOTAL RADIATION
f INTENSITY
\
U-
*
OJ
11
3
<
a
ut
CL
2Ui
0 *  SCHMIDT RADIATION TEMPERATURE 
CENTRE - LINE SUCTION PYROMETER
[t e m p e r a t u r eN
O
0O
8 46 0-5 O 12ZA 4 8iz
DISTANCE FROM TUBE BASE (ln«.)
TEST NO-128  
HEAT TRANSFER, WIDTH AND TEMPERATURE OF
FLAME VS. DISTANCE FROM TUBE BASE
F I G U R E  3 0
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These radiation and emissivity figures are referred to as ’’Luminous" 
although the CO^ and E^O contribution has not been deducted.
However, the contribution of these gases to the total radiation is 
small, especially lower down the flame. In this particular test 
it was found that the Schmidt temperature coincided fairly well 
with the centre line temperature measured by the suction pyrometer.
It was found that for P = 1*5 ins. w.g. and J = 0*1-37 ins.
•z
(q 380 ft /h ) and rail the tests with 0*378 ins nozzles the 
Schmidt temperature coincided with the mean suction pyrometer 
temperature of the cross-section. This happened quite suddenly 
and no tests showed an intermediate transition stage.
In calculating the non-luminous emissivity, figures given 
in standard text books for carbon dioxide and water vapour were used, 
together with a characteristic dimension factor of 0 *9 0 (radiation 
to the walls of an infinite cylinder). The non-luminous radiation 
was thence obtained using the effective temperatures, as derived in 
Appendix V (Fig. 52).
—  ------------------—
Position ’ A q> 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Non-luminous 
Emissivity 
Non-luminoup 
Rad? (Btu/ft h)
—
- -
_
0*063
260
0*063
230
0*061-
21-0
0*066
180
0*066
130
These data are plotted in Fig.30. The radiation from the 
top portion of the flame "was obtained by arbitrarily joining the 
luminous radiation curve smoothly to the non-luminous radiation curve.
These interpolated values are:-
Position k ■ 5
; 6 1
7 8 9 . 10 , 11 . 12
Rad? (Btu/ft ^h) j 2260 1810
-J— --r
1 1 3 5 0 ! 890 ~ - 1 ' _ 1 - 1
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From the above figures, the average luminous emissivity was found to be 
0*05026. The total luminous ridiation was obtained by multiplying the 
radiation in turd ty over each calorimeter by its area end adding; -
Position Bottom 2 17O 4 5 6 7
Area (ft2)
.*. Rad? 
(Btu/h )
. 0-803 
1150
0*308
24.70
0°808
2080
0*808
1760
1*617 
1410 870
1*617/2
2.76
.*. Total luminous radiation, q_ -• 10,021 Btu/h.
ire
8.7. Convection
The convective heat transfer was simply calculi ited as tho 
difference between! tlu total heat tuns-LAr xrte and the radiant heat 
transfer (Btu/ft^wall.h) . Til-:-: convection coefficient was then eulcul..:.ted
based on the difference bo two on the centre line, and wall teiapora turves, 
or Schmidt and wall temperatures. As a eon sequence of this in tho flumes 
where* the Schnidt tnsporature coincides with tho calculated mean suction 
pyrometer temperature, the co-efficient appears to suddenly increase by 
15$ to 20$ above the flame tip. Obviously this is not a "real" increase.
Position 1 o o Ahi: 5 6 7 P 9 10 11 12
Total (Btu/ 
ftfh) 1750 4000 5260 4880 4130 3330 2750 2470
Total R$d.r} 
(Btu/ft^h) 1420* ■ 5050* 2570* 82601 18101 15S01 3901 440 230° 240° 180 C 130°
Convection 
' (Btu/ft h) 530 950 2690 2620 2320 8780 2490 2940 2520 2510 2280 2340
(T-T )(F°) .
vV
L581 1835 1916 1686 1451 1128 957 j 84.7 802 796 747 719
. \,h(Btu/ 
f tlh. P°) 3*21 0*52 1*41 1*55 1*60 2*13 2*60
•
5*47 3*14 3*15
__ j
3*07 
-  - J
3*25
Superscriptss (x) = measured radiation multipli.-d by radius factor.
(i) interpolated values from smooth, curve.
(c) - values based on emissivities from tables (non-luminous;
For comparing tho effect of temperature on tho convection co­
efficient the last 4 values (Position;:; 9,10,11 vnc! If) of (T — T ) ondw
h were averaged;-
mean 4*T = 766 (F°) (using centre temperature) 
mean h = 3*155 (Btu/ft^h.F°)
8.8. Heat balances
Since the f!unit of length” under consideration is tho flame 
length, the heat balance was made over tho flsmo length. However, 
owing to large discrepancies found in tho balances of the smaller 
flames which wore assumed to be duo to incompletoly developed 
temperature distributions, it became necessary to make a heat b-"lance 
over the whole tube length. The datum was assumed to bo at 30 ins.
H g and 60°F.
Heat balance over flume length
I I
(Btu/h)
OUT
(Btu/h)
112,700 Town gas (225*5.500) -
- Total heat transferred to calorimeters 22,500
— Sensible heat to flue gas;
(5311.0*02026.(863 - 6 0 )  ) 85,000
- Latent heat to flue gas;
(1 ‘ 094.49 * 35„225 * 5) w ?-D o o
7,000 Di f fe roll ce (e rro r ) -
119,700 TOTAL 119,700
- ...- - - - -
Hence the heat removed appeared to be 7,000 Btu/h (or 6*2$) 
greater than tho heat supplied.
— 60 —
Heat balance over 6' 0” length of calorimetere
II
(Btu/h)
OUT
(Btu/h)
112,700
990
Town gas
55,490
68,000
12,200
Total heat • transferred to calorimeters
Sensible heat to flue gas;
(5311.0*02010.(697 - 60) )
Latent heat to flue gas
Di Ife ron c e (e rro r)
113,690 TOTAL
1..........-............ - .-  —  ----
113,690
In this case tho boat apparently removed in excess of the heat supply 
has dropped to 990 Btu/h (or 0*9$) which is within the experimental 
error.
This completes the reduction of tho primary experimental data 
to usable information.
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SECTION 9__
COiClELATION iJiD DISCJUSSIQN OF IdiiSULTS
As n preliminary step to the correlation of results the actual 
town gas rata measured under ambient conditions (q^xt./h) was plotted 
against tho theoretical flow rate. Hence the slope of tho graph (in 
consistent units) should have given the coefficient of discharge of 
the nozzle• In the present units;
qx = C^ISQO.J^P/SG)1/2 ...... hi
(assuming ~ 0°077 lbc/ft°)
or qx - C .359.J‘''(.P/p,J 12 ...... 25
For tho type of nozzles used in this work (and tho work of Saleh),
Prigg (151) gives the value of ~ 0*31.
However, when the correlation was made the results appeared to 
fall on eight distinct linos passing through tho origin. It was else* 
noted that chrxmologioally, tie first 19 tests carried cut deviated 
consistently from the remaining tests. Investigation revealed that 
it was recorded on the data sheets that after the 20th test (which 
could not be undertaken) an HofXSaun screw clip which had been used to 
reduce: pressure fluctuations (and which had not been used during the 
preliminary tests) had been removed from tho rubber tube connecting tho 
nozzle pressure tapping to the inclined manometer. It was therefore 
assumed that there was a leak on the manometer side of the point at which 
the rubber tube had boon constructed. Fig. '51 shows this situation 
diagramutic<Lly. Treating tho leak as on orifice;-
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lesk rate = ^ - C^. [g-g-K^ (P + p) - (P * + p) , ]Vs
a<- .C -t0 2 aZ g.g.K1( (i* + p) - p ) ] Vs
ai ,cdi^p p *j 2 ~ V ^ * 1*
. . ai “cdi r p-* n
a2*Cd2 I p - p*J
! a„ . Gdg \ 2 |
  1 + 1
\ al * °dl j
K2,.P* (where the correction factor 
K0 > 1)
Now for -my given jet nozzle,
q-i oc J d . (P /p  ) '
S’
Bat on removing restriction, for the some recorded manometer pressure
* ac J 2 . ( p 7 p ) 1/2L1 S
/.(q2/q*)2 = P/P* = K2 ...... 26
Hence the correction factor is equal to the square of the slopes of
the calibration lines before the 19 tests (inclusive) to those after
2
it. It was thus found that Kp - 1 158 
IC2 = 1*292
In table XI (Appendix VII) the corrected pressures are shown, end 
Fig. 52 shows the final gas flow correlation. The meaning of the 
graphical symbols used throughout the rest of the work is given in 
Tables XI, XII and XIII (Appendix VII).
- 6o
It will be appreciated that it was not realised that the 
manometer leaked until o.fter experimental work had caused. This is 
also the reason why, although airing the preliminary tests it was possible 
to obtain a nozzle pressure of 1*5 ins. w.g. with the 0°57S in. dia. 
nozzle, this pressure was apparently unobtainable when the 20th test 
was attempted (since in fact the nozzle pressure which it was attempted 
to obtain was (1*5.1*292) ins. w.g.). Unfortunately this apparent 
reduction in the capacity of the gas supply system was attributed to 
ageing of tie mains gas meter n d  consequently, although the constriction 
had been removed after the 20th test, those values of P and J were not 
again attempted when the 57th, 42nd end 44th tests wore scheduled.
An interesting point to note in Yhland’s theoretical work 
mentioned, earlier (page 21 ) is that the actual flame tomporatu.ro decs 
not appear in any of the final dimonsienless groups, although of course, 
it is necessary to know it in order to do to mine the omissivity. Assuming 
a simple power law relationship to held, equation 16 may bo written in 
the form;
qJL_ _ „ \ >  ( h u  W n o  V V--------------------i i   —  T f , ! --------------------------   *  I i ! “ J ‘ I — -— * ------
I-. ,. k5 / i T., ; \ ! [4 49.q
\ * • < %  ' ' ' ' ' V
In order to avoid difficulties with the flame shape E was token to bo 
the effective Homo omissivity, assuming the fiamo filled the tube diameter 
over its whole length, even at the lower end of the flame tuba whore 
the flame diameter was always small. Similarly, F was taken to bo the 
tube; surface area ov.r the flame length.
As a preliminary stop to cornel .ating the exporiiaoiitul date, with 
equa.tieii 27, consider a given fuel, then.--*
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GC 1________
_£L•C 4**9 4 °19.q
Tgad ~ k10
Ttli kg + Q___
4 ° 49.q
Therefore to a first approximation, it is only necessary to retain ora 
of these two groups in equation 27. Also, to begin with, it will bo 
assumed that the exponent n^ = 0. It is now only necessary to decide 
on the moaning of the length dimension.
There are 4 possibilities;-
(i) i =
D_
12
(2) 12
(5) 1 = Lf/12
Lff/12
The simplified form of equation 27 is new;
o.h. 6 T
.. v f <5^ --*1  ^ / T . \ n9
44 (  m L --|* ( ) .....
\ 71 .qH J  \ til /
If it is also assumed that :mj appreximatj equation will c; ntoin the 
simple ratio (qr/arT)> 'thou nQ = -1
X L  " JU
and : -
h - a i  _ % (
qH ~¥ *F “ n w
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It has been shown (page £3j that the omissivity should bo a function 
of the air/gas ratio which itself is related to the adiabatic combustion 
temperature (page 64), hence equation 29 should further simplify tos-
~  * —  = K k«1 75* ^  ] ...... 30
qH F
This equation has the advantage that the E and EE series of tests can 
be included in toe correlation, and this should be a good check on its 
validity since-the air/gas ratios for these tests were very different fro 
the main series. Four least mean squares correlations fitting the 
experimental data to equation 30 were therefore made- (152) in which the 
foT.tr above mentioned values of nln wore used. The results of these 
correlations showed that using the free flcjne length (L^) gave tho 
smallest standard deviation by a. factor of nearly two. The correlation 
equation we.su-
qc d -  / t , \ 0 683
• _ii _ n»,RC; / ...aid. „
qH F.M4 \ Tth /.......................
Logarithmic standard, deviation - + 0*0242 
The experimental data for this correlation are shown in Fig. 33 together 
with the data of Saleh (2) end Ashton (3) (again, the significance of 
the symbols are given in Appendix. VII, Tables II, XII and XIII). It 
was, therefore, assumed that too free flame length was a reasonable 
basis on which to proceed with too full correlation to equation 27. The 
apparent scatter of too results of Saleh and Ashton may be partly duo
to tho fact that the free flame lengths (see Tables XIV, XV and XVI,
Appendix VII) indicated that the flow patterns wore in the transitional 
region, and not fully developed turbulent flow conditions nor laminar 
conditions. A least moan squares fit of tho data was next made to
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equation 27 (using 1 = and the result is shown in Fig. 3k,
the equation being
*R _ 1 1 7 0 : / f 5y h h \0 ' 7 r„ v r 7  ^ f  
F-E'-Tgad ’ V ^ ad-Ef J VVd/ V°V Vvw.j
........  3-
Standard deviation = + 19% - 16%
Sinceall the fla/.:is v/ore relatively large it was assumed that the flame 
turbulence and not the jet turbulence controlled .combustion and the 
relevant Reynolds number to use was the mean for the flame only.
The correlation was repeated, but omitting the Reynolds 
number (n^ = 0, equation 2 7) and a slightly better fit of the data 
was obtained :-
/ \0° 18 / m vO-OW n X1‘48
 —  = 0‘W .(— ^ (----- j ........33
F-E-°-Tgad 'v°-^ad-Lff^ V Tgad^ W W
Standard deviation = + 16% - lk%
This equation is shown graphically in Fig.35* It was concluded that 
the Reynolds number in the combustion tube had no significant effect 
on the radiant properties of a turbulent post-aerated flame. The 
poorer correlation found when the Reynolds number was used may be 
due to the difficulty in calculating the effective mean value from 
the temperature gradients which exist in the system.
If the emissivity was neglected, as was done in the preliminary 
correlation in order to incorporate the nEH and MEEn series of tests, 
then again omitting the Reynolds number of the system the following 
correlation equation was obtained:-
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0*0021
Standard deviation = + 15% - 13%
This equation is shown graphically in Fig. 36 • It seems unreasonable 
that the exponent of the adiabatic temperature ratio should be of 
the order of 6 and therefore this equation was not pursued further. 
It would appear that the emissivity is profoundly dependant upon 
this temperature ratio (which is a function of the air/gas ratio) 
since omitting the emissivity has increased the temperature exponent 
by a factor of 1 7 0, whereas the other exponents have varied by not 
more than a factor of 3 *
Where T^ . is here taken to be the mean temperature at the flame 
tip. These groups are plotted in Fig. 37 > and it appears that 
there is a fair correlation, a line of slope l/k being drawn for 
comparison. Thus, this correlation reduces to:-
In the work of Hurvich (page 22) the relationship proposed
was:
35
or 2 * 10. E . F . cr T 36
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It was proposed on page 23 that an exponential relation 
should exist between the emissivity and the air/gas ratio. By 
expressing equation 19 in logarithmic form a least mean squares 
fit of the data was made
ln(l - E) = -(k9 .(q/Q) .D)
log1 0(5“ r ^ )  = (Kg.D).(q/Q)
• • log10^ l"Or*iP ^ = log10 ^ * ^  ^ * losX0^9/^ .’ .«•*••.» 37
which is a linear equation.
The correlation is shown in Fig*3S for- data from the o!? 
tube as well as Saleh's 2” tube, the correlating equations 
being
6" tube (turbulent flow)
log10(ra-E) = 0*1306. (q/Q)° 5915 ........ 38
Standard deviation = +19% -16%
2" tube (assumed laminar flow)
log1 0(r ^ E ) = 0*05925.(q/Q) 0 "5743    39
Standard deviation = +38% -28%
Rewriting equations 38 and 39 in exponential form and introducing 
the theoretical air requirement and tube diameter (D*, where D* =D/12)
. . . .  IfC 
.... Zfi
Eturb. = 1 _ exP(-°'2¥3.D*.(lf*49q/Q)0 5915)
Elam = 1 - exP(-°'3W.D*.(if*49q/Q)° 5?lf3)
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Considering the quite large standard deviation of the results it is 
possible that the exponents 0*5915 and 0*5745 should in fact be the 
same in both cases. Hence whether tho flame is turbulent or laminar, 
the same carbon formation mechanism probably takes place. Equation 
40 was assumed to apply to turbulent flames of varying diameter end 
Fig. 59 has hence been constructed on this basis for design purposes.
It has been mentioned that the length of fully turbulent 
flames is almost constant (page 8 , equation 4), or more precisely 
(45,51):-
‘12
v
+ 113
v
k12 ki r ~14 q
However it was found that the free flame length results (Appendix VII, 
Table XIV and Fig. 41) would not fit equation 43, but gave a fair 
correlation using J /q. The least mean squares equation (shown in 
Fig. 42) was found to bos-
fr =  l____  4a
J 0*0072 + 4 *8 .J3/q
When q —>cd , this reduces to:
138*3
45

70
which is in good agreement with idle value given in the literature.
Tile average value of Lf/J was found to be 34*7. This suggests that 
the gas rates actually used in the tests ware not sufficient to give 
fully turbulent flames.
The gas compositions at the tip of the free flumes were fairly 
constant at £*55$ G0?, (standard deviation + 0*36, Appendix VII,
Table XIV), representing en air ontrainment of 4*6 times the theoretical 
requirement. TIA s compares with the figure calculated from Ho tell of 
up to 4*5 (Page 5),
The critical condition .for re-entrainment of combustion products 
to occur is shown in Fig. 43 (from equation 5, page 8), and when 
compared with Tables XI, XII and XIII (Appendix VII) of the results, 
it was found that recirculation occured mainly in the ”E” cud ’’EE’’ series 
of tests (which had a restricted air supply). Ashton’s results are 
marked where recirculation occurred, but in hone of Saleh's tests was 
it found to occur.
It was not found possible to obtain a correlation for the 
enclosed flame lengths based on Barr and Mullin’s analysis (47, 51).
For laminar flames (assuming a constant diffusivity) the relevant 
parameters arc (L J^/q) or v s .  (Q/q). (J*/D^) or (Q/q), depending
(respectively) on whether the jet velocity or tube velocity has the 
dominant effect. However, for a turbulent flame when molecular 
diffusivity becomes eddy diffusivity and con be represented by (velocity)« 
(length), then the parameters become (L,.J ) or (L^ .D) vs. (Q/q).(J /if') or 
(Q/q). Therefore, in the prediction of the radiation from the flames 
in the 5” tube the experimental values of flame length wore taken.
Due to the visually turbulent nature of Ashton’s flame, the 
emissivities were calculated from equation 40. The only experimental 
data used to calculate the radiant output wore the air and gas rates and 
the experimental flame length. Although the 3” flame was horizontal, it 
had a forced draught and was considered to behave, in the first instance, 
essentially as a vertical florae.
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For the purpose of temperature distribution the fla e was 
considered in three sections and average temperatures taken from 
equivalent portions of the 6,f tube. Over the first 10M from the 
nozzle (see Fig.44) the temperature rise is roughly linear, 
having a mean value of lj$09°F (standard deviation on 44 tests 
= +_ 112 F°). At tho centre of the middle third of the flame 
length, which normally occurred at, or jurst after, the maximum 
temperature, the mean temperature was found to be 197pf( standard 
deviation on 44 tests » + 93°F). For tho final third of the 
flame the temperature was 1409°F (standard deviation on 44 tests 
“ ± Whence using tho eraissivity calculated fron equation
4 0 , the three values of tho radiant heat transfer were plotted 
graphically, and joined by a smooth curve passing through the 
3 calculated points, tho origin and tho point (flame tip, zero).
By this means tho value of tho hoat radiated between the first 
10" and the beginning of the middle third section could be found. 
There was zero separation in tho 3” tests. These four 
quantities were then added and compared with the measured, 
radiation from the flame. The results are given in Table VI below.
TABLE VI
Prediction of radiation from turbulent post-aerated flame in 5" tube
Test Fo. Calculated Experimental Difference % error on
E. <r T.F Radiation Experimental
(Btu/h) (Btu/h) (Btu/h Figures
A 37 4,995 4,550 + -445 + 9*8
A 36 7,765 4,930 +2835 +57*5
A 8 4 5,975 7,550 -1575 -20-8
A 95 10,415 7,370 +3045 +41-3
A 83 6,895 9,960 - 3 0 6 5 -3 0 - 8
A 91 10,375 11,540 -1165 -10 • 1
A 97 6 , 8 8 5 7,470 - 585 - 7 . 8
A 94 8 , 7 8 0 8,360 + 420 + 5-0
A 96 14,340 12,160 +2130 +17-9
A 93 10,210 8,990 +1220 +13 • 6
A 90 7,855 8 , 6 6 0
if\0
00t - 9-3
A 8 5 14,600 12,030 +2570 +21-4
A 92 7,840 9 , 6 3 0 -1790 -l8 «6
A 8 9 15,040 14,630 + 360 + 2.5
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The standard deviation of this prediction is + 1,855 Btu/h. or
+ Z0*Z% on tho experimental moan. It can bo shown that tin.re is no
\
bias in the results.
The average convective heat transfer coefficients along the 
tuba, based on the temperature at tho centre lino of the tube, for the 
flue gases for a l l  44 of the main tests are shown in Fig. 45. It 
will be seen that, allowing for experim ental error, there is no 
appreciable convective heat transfer until just after 2 tube diameters 
down stream, and that oven after 12 tub,, diameters, the mechanism is 
not fully established, since the coefficient is still rising. In 
Fig. 46 the average convective coefficients ever tho 5th and 6th ft. ox 
tube have boon plotted against the temperature difference. Compared 
with the theoretical formula for natural turbulent convection for air 
of
h = 0*25 . AT° 25 (Btu/ftA.F°)   46
the least mean squares correlation was found to bes-
h = 0*705. AT0 217 (Btu/ftA.B'-) ...... 47
This shows a value of nearly three times tho theoretical one for h, 
although net increasing quite so rapidly with temperature as thrmry 
would suggest.
In Appendix VI on attempt has been made to predict the 
entrained air from a numontum balance for tests numbers 40 and 41 
between which tho heat input varies by a factor of nearly 1 0.
It was c bsorved that tho variation cf entrained air on both 
tho 2” and 6” tu bes was not large end nicy be summarised, with sufficient 
accuracy for approximate design calculations, in terms of the air rate 
por unit crass section of tube mid tho tube length;-
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For turbulent flow (D<*6”, L-^7 ’)
^  = 2000 oL -f 3S00 (ft/h)    48
For laminar Flow (0^2% Ler5’)
| - 990.L + 8020 (ft/h)  49
x
Theso data, are shown in Fig. 47. Obviously these two lines should 
be curves passing through tho origin end are in any case only applicable 
over the experimental tube lengths used. That equations 48 and 49 
should have practically identical constuts is fortuitous, but the 
smaller value of Q/A., in the experimental region for tho 2" tube isIt
to be expected, due to tho comparatively greater frictional drag.
The transient nature of the flow conditions was demonstrated 
by considering the results of the heat balances over the flame length 
only. As the flame length increased so the calculated amount of heat 
leaving tho system more nearly opproached the heat input. From Fig. 48 
it would appear that a reasonable minimum tube height at which t carry 
out a heat balance is not less than 50 inches, or 8 tube diameters 
(providing the flame does not reach beyond this point). This 
discrepancy was attributed entirely to tho velocity and temperature 
distribution not obeying the Prandtl l/7 power law.
It is shown in Figs. 49 and 50 how tho combustion intensity 
and radiant intensity are affected by the air to gas ratio• The 
maximum combustion intensity appeared to c ecur between a th-uretical 
ratio cf 1*5 and 3*0 , whereas tho maximum radiant intensity secured at 
a value c-f~l*5.
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SECTION 10 
CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions of this work -ire stated below in order of 
importance and the first mentioned was considered to be the major 
advance in knowledge.
1. The emissivity of a turbulent vertical post-aerated town gas flame 
in a water cooled envelope depends primarily on tho air to gas ratio.
For tubes of the order of six inches in diameter the relationship was 
found, to bos- ^«ran r .
 ^  ^^ /J A  ^V \
E. v 1 - exp.i- 0*240«D*. ( } )     40
turb. \ \ Q J J
whore ^turb ~ Effective ;smissivity of tho turbulent flame assuming
it filled the tube diameter ever its whole length,
D* - Tube diameter (feet).
q = Town gas rate (ft /h).
Q = Entrained air rate (ft°/h).
2. . Equation 40 appears to bo suitable for predicting horizontal 
turbulent post-aerated town gas flame effective emissivities also, in 
spite of the asymetry of such a flame.
3.* An equation similar to equation 40 was derived for laminar flames 
based on tests in a two inch diameter tube.
4. . The amount of air entrained under turbulent conditions in a. plain 
vertical tube (D* £*0*5 ft) may be related t- idle tube length with 
sufficient accuracy for preliminary designs purposes by the simple 
linear equation;
^  »  2000.L + 8500  48
x
5
whore Q = entrained air (ft/h)
t £\A = Cross sectional area of tube (ft ) 
x
L = Tube length ( = 7 + 1 ft).
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5* An equation similar to equation 48 has been derived for laminar
conditions (L = 5 + 1 ft, D‘*^0*17 ft).
6. Given the flame length it was thus possible to calculate the 
radiant heat output of a tube of given diameter and length, by assuming 
the temperature distribution (given on page 7 1 , for turbulent flames 
only), and using the above data.
7. A more precise method of calculating the entrained air was to 
apply a momentum balance to the system using the graphical solutions 
of the necessary equations which are given in Appendix VI (page93 ).
8 . Calculation of the convective heat transfer would net be straight
forward, since it was found that at the top of the tube the heat
transfer coefficient (based on the centre line temperature) was 25°$
greater than that calculated from the usual equations
h = 0*25. AT 0 25 
Also, it was found that over the first 1 V 2 tube diameters (or **2 
diameters from the nozzle) there was negligible convective heat transfer. 
The average value for the coefficient of convection for the top 
portion of the tube was found to be
h = 0*705.AT 0 217 (3tu/h,ft*F°) ..... 47
9* The flow pattern was not a fully developed turbulent one at the
flame tip until the flame length was greater than 50 inches. This 
was shown by heat balances carried out up to the tip of the flames 
-and also, up to the tap of the tube.
10. The maximum (volumetric) radiant intensity of the flame wan found
to be 59,500 Btu/ft.h and occurred at a theoretical air to gas ratio of 
1*5. The maximum (volumetric) combustion intensity was found to be 
210,000 Btu/ft?h and was not so sharply defined, occurring at on air 
to gas ratio of between 1*5 end 5*0.
- 7 6  t
11. It was deduced that the maximum free flame ?Longth :.:f a turbulent
town gas flame was related to the nozzle diameter by the relations
L - 158 ° 5. J ...... 46X
Very high gas rates are required to .attain this condition. For the 
flames used (q ~ 60 to 700 ft /h) the average value of the constant 
was found to be 84*7,
12. Using the theoretical relationship of Yhland the following 
correlation was obtained;-
, - 'r “  
F-S,<TTl d  V ^ ’l d - h f /  V V 4*40.q
1r   = 'i / m u  /  ^ . . . . . 3 3
where q^ = Total heat radiated (Btu/h)
E = Effective flame omissivity.
F = Surface area of tube over flame length (ft2).
/ . -9 / 2 / ■
<$ = Stcfan-Boltzmcnn constant (1 75.10 Btu/ft.h.(°R) ~)
q^ = Heat input (Btu/h)
T , ~ Adiabatic combustion temperature for given air/gas
gad ..ratio.
L px> = Free flame length (inches).
5
Q = Entrained -air rate (ft /h)XV
q = Town, gas nto (ft /h)
However, this relationship suggested no diameter affect on the system.
The mean standard deviation of this correlation was approximately + 15%.
13. When the Reynolds number was incorporated into equation 55 it
was found that the mean standard deviation rose to approximately +.17 5%. 
It was therefore concluded that the Reynolds number was not an 
important criterion in this system.
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1/f. A good approximate correlation was derived from Yhland*s 
dimensionless groups for the radiant hoat transfer which did not 
require a knowledge of the flame amis sivity. This relationship wass-
2 / v 0 *885
= 0*465. ( gad ) ...... 51
qg F.144 \ 5990 J
mean standard deviation + 5*6$ (nomenclature as above) •
15* A correlation acc ;rding to the dimensienless groups of Hurvich 
was found to fit the data closely to a lino given by the equation
T„ / T -„/o990 N1/ 4
= 0-83. — * 4 —  )  *'9
gad W ^ g a / W
Where T.f, = Temperature (bulk mean) of flue gas at the flomo tip.
Again equations 31 ,.nd 49 give no indication of the offoct 
of tube diameter on the ay stem.
SECTION 11
EECOMMENDATIQhS FOR 1‘uTUj ul WORK
The recommendations for future work fall into two groups;- 
(A) Further analysis of the existing experimental data and (B) Further 
experimental work.
These points are detailed hereafter;
(A)l. A correlation of the results should be mr.de, using the absolu
flame temperature in the derived expression for the flame emissivity, 
by analogy with the pentagsmma function.
2. The results should be analysed on a basis of the oontagamma 
function, and the standard deviation of the results compared with that 
of the simple exponential correlation derived in the present work end 
in (A) 1,above.
3. A method of predicting the flame temperature is required.
In view of the present work an “effective" temperature would be 
sufficient, although a more precise temperature distribution is dosirabl
A. A more detailed study is required of flame length prediction
of both laminar and turbulent on closed flames on the linos of the 
diffusion equation, molecular diffusivity end eddy diffusivity.
5. With the above recommendations completed it should then be
possible to bring together in a coherent form much of the published work 
on flame- radiation.
( B ) l . ; . The exponential relationship for the emissivity should be
checked for laminar flames using a tube of about 1*25" diameter (such 
a tube exists in the laboratories in which this work was done).
2 . . In the above, oild any other experiments it is considered
essential that the amount of entrained air bo made on independent 
variable (as in the "E" and "EE” series of tests) since the most 
interesting effects occur when the air rate is restricted to near the 
theoretical amount.
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(B)3. Conversely, in order to shorten the flame, very high air
rates should be used on the 6" tube when high gas rates 0.1x3 used. (This
would necessitate the use of a wind box and blower). This would 
considerably widen the range of the correlations obtained in this work.
4. A study of the use of additives should be made with a view
to enhancing the carbon forming properties of a fuel, and also the use 
of different fuels. This would mainly involve small scale bench work, with 
occasional checks on flames of the size used in this work.
5* The use of "flow straightoners" in a 6 inch diameter tube
should, be studied more fully in order to incorporate the higher 
omissivitios of the laminar flame, with the greater flame width 
obtainable in a large tube diameter.
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SECTION 3,2 
APPENDIX I
Accuracy of flue gas analysis
It is possible to calculate the percentage of carbon dioxide in
the dry flue gas ("D.P.G") of fuel burnt with the theoretical amount
of air (the "theory % C02") not only from the analysis of the fuel
itself, but also from the actual flue gas analysis, thus forming a
check on tire accuracy of the flue gas analysis. Consider 3.00 volumes
of actual dry flue gasj-
Then let C02 = Volumes of carbon dioxide.
0 2 = Volumes of oxygen.
GO = Volumes of carbon monoxide.
N2 - Volumes of nitrogen (from fuel and air).
Then C02 + 02 + CO + N2 100.
The volume of theoretical products in this amount of gas is;-
C02 + CO + (Total nitrogen - Excess nitrogen).
79But excess nitrogen - (excess oxygon) . Tpj*
79
Volume of theoretical products ~ C02 + CO + N2 - yr'(02 - VjgCO)
79 *
= C0 2 + 00 + (100 - C0 2 - 0 2 - CO) - “  . (o2 - V 2co)
~ ^ii • “ ° 2 + °*595'co)
Now "theory % C02” -- Volumes of carbon in 100 volumes of D.F.G.x 100
Volume of theoretical products
theory % C02 = 21.(CO? + GO)  -n* • • • 0 4  '-JkJ
21 - 02 + 0*395.CO
This formula was used in Table XI (Appendix VII) for calculating 
the values of "theory % C02".
Since the calculation of the amount of entrained, air is 
based on a nitrogen and. a carbon balance, it is helpful to know just 
how accurate the C02 and CO figures are end how they affect the resulting
- 81 ~
accuracy of the entrained air figure. Let tho theory k C02 as 
calculated by the above aquation 60 from tho D.F.G. analysis be 0 9 
then it can be shown that;-
dCO + Jj.acp + ^ 1 ' 0 ‘395. Jj-Vco
As a first approximation, let 0 be the value calculated from the fuel 
gas analysis. Neglecting the CO term since this is usually zero in 
any case, and assuming that the only errors are those due to the 
readings of the soap film meters, which con bo road to + 0 *1$, then;-
d C0 2 - + 0*1 end d 02 = + 0*1
Now the error in 0 is greatest when like signs are taken together;-
d 0  -  (+o*l ^ - 0 6 1) •
002 ~
• theory CO?
• • F ” ±  0 161 .  ypf---ou2 O » o « 9 0
Tho value of 0 , calculated according to equation 50, should not fell 
outside the limits "theory % C02 ± d 0 " for an acceptable analysis. 
Since these permissable limits become largo at low values of % 802 
in til a D.F.G. it is implicit that the accuracy with which the amount 
of entrained air can be calculated must bo reduced as the air/gas ratio 
increases.
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APPENDIX II
Town gas data and adiabatic flame temperature.
It was estimated by the Gas Research Board (155) that probably 
more than 95% of the gas burnt during the tests came from the Nine- 
Elms gas works (London) who very kindly provided the monthly average 
analyses of their town gas product, as shown in Table VII below:-
TABLE VII
Town Gas )ata
1955 March April May June July Mean Saleh? s
analysis
figures
C°2 5*7 3*1 2 *8 2*7 2*9 3*04 3*72
CO 16*3 13*1 1 4 % 13*1 12*2 13*82 14*60
itf IT If 
% H8 5*0 4*0 4 % 3*8 3*9 4*22 3*68
"CH, » 
A 1 7 % 20*3 1 9 %
2 0 *1 20*3 19*50 19*90
51*4 53*9 53*5 5 5 % 55*5 53*94 5 0*2 0
°2 0 *8 0*7 0 *6 0 % 0*5 0 *6 0 0 *7 0
*2 5*4 4*9 V 9 A*5 V 7 4 ° 88 7*20
100*0 100*0 100*0 100*0 100*0 100*00 100*00
SG 0%6 7 0%-23 0*4 2 5 0 % 1 9 0*40 8
From these data the combustion calculations were made and are shown 
in Table VIII below:-
TABLE VIII 
Town gas Combustion Data
Theoretical Q/q 4*494 4*482 4*538 4 *4 56 4*481 4*490 4*46
100 vols. of 
gas burnt with 
theory air 
yield :- ,
Vols:
C°2
*h 2o
N2
54*6
1 04*8
3 60 *4
49*9
109*2
358*9
5 1*6
108*6
363*4
43*5
109*4
356*5
48*4
110*4
358*7
5 0*6
108*5
359*6
52*9
104*7
359*2
Theory #C02 (D.F.G.) 13 15 12 23 12 42 11 98 11 90 12 35 12 8
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It was found that there was a fair linear correlation 
between specific gravity and theory % CO^ and this is shown 
in Fig. 51* Tho adiabatic gas temperature was calculated 
using the figures for the mean gas composition and various 
air/gas ratios. Since the latent heat of condensation of 
the water vapour is not available to heat the combustion 
products, the nett calorific value of the gas is required and 
this was taken as (500 - ^-9*35*1*025) = Btu/ft^ (see 151)*
Since specific heat of the flue gas varies with temperature, 
successive approximations had to be used. The specific heat 
data was obtained from reference (151)* The error in changing 
the datum from 32°F as given in this reference to 60°F is less 
than 0*1% and was therefore neglected. Fig. 52 gives the 
resulting data in graphical form, the temperature with the 
theoretical air/gas mixture being = 3530°F(3990°R).
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fPPENDIX III
Radial position of probes
In order to obtain 5 sampling positions from equal area 
annulij but not using tho central position? the radii of 10 equal 
area annul! wore required.
Let area of an annulus = a ~ A^/lO
- (r - r .) v n n ~ 1'
9
rio = 1 = D/2
S':
(r^ -v n xn ~ 1 } 0*1
oI(r N n 0*1j1/*
(P/g;.':
10
. . x II - 1
Hence tho required radii are tabulated below;-
TABLE; IX 
Radial Position of Probes
D/2 = 1 D/2 ~ 3*08
r9 0*949 2*92
r7 0*356 2*58
r5 0*707 2*18
r3 0*584
1*69
rl... -*1* ..
0*316 0*97
For sampling at one position only in becomes the correct position.
APPENDIX IV
True flue gas composition
The composition of the flue gas may vary across the tube diameter 
due to inadequacy of mixing* and* due to temperature find velocity gradients 
across the tube* the average of the analysis of the 5 radial positions 
given in Appendix III may not* in fact* give the true mean gas analysis 
(or average bulk temperature)* although -the effects of temperature and 
velocity do tend to cancel out each other.
Consider the number of mols. of gas passing through an element of 
the flame tube, -and let this number be N mols/ft.^h.
,, _ mols ft
•  .  1M - -  .y ,  —
ft h
Now 1 mol = 559.T/A92 (ft*5 at N.P.) and the velocity measured by
AP f\P * I±
the Pitot - Static head is given by C-,(2g.— ’.—— 9  ‘ where APcl p 12
is in inches watergaugo and;
. N
492 ^  ( 2. g ,A P .6 2 * 4.559.T V*'
359 T * \ mol.wt. 1.2.492 /
N - 76,900 ;
cd /a p \^
(mol.wt. ) ’ 4 A T / (.nolB/fteh)  55
This implies that for a homogeneous gas mixture, provided the ratio 
of the Pitot - Static pressure differential to the absolute temperature 
is constant* the N.T.P. volumetric flow across the tube is also constant. 
If* however, this is not constant, and the gas analysis across the tube 
varies also, then it is necessary to weight the gas ahalysis accordingly 
before taking the average.
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APPENDIX V
Calculations of mean, gas properties (allowing for radial temperature 
and velocity distributions).________________ ___________________
V.l. General - The integrals involved
Based on experimental evidence* it is assumed that the linear 
gas belocity and temperature distributions follow the Brsndtl l/7 
power law. ^ 7
Hence v
And
D )
- T = (T - T ) . (1 w v m w v
1 T T .
w
Tm
w
1 ) ( 1
2r
2r 
D ‘
1/7
1/7
+ 1
A Iso the gas density, p at T°R = pQ.TQ/T - p^.T^/T
From these equations it is possible- to calculate a coefficient 
such that the flue gas mean properties can be calculated from tho 
centre line temperature only (as recorded by the suction pyrometer). 
Consider the two following integrals;-
b (  1 - X) b 7 dx
0 c (1 - x)
- + 1
where c - ( sr - 1 ) ~ gr/DT
w
It can be shorn that;
16
'J [^Ln(l+c) 
-ln(l + c) +
r~7
X "
+ z _
r=o rl (8 - r) I
I .
r-O rl (15 - r) I
v 8-r
151_____ • (-l)t’ [(1+c) 15 r-ll'
15 - r
54
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This solution is exact and has bean plotted for values of c from 0*0 
to 5*0 (Fig. 55).
An approximate solution can bo obtained when c is small, i.e.
I1 49. 1.16 10.17 oo
This is a straight lino in c and is also shown on Fig. 55. 
Similarly,
ri I/?
T ~  7 (1 ~ s) » y- "_jdx_
2 " 1 c a  - x p / 7 ~0
And. it con be shown that 
7 r
i
1-6
56
ZZ ' 15
In
r=13
(i+c) + *y
ln(l + c) -r
14!
71   . I _i)r o-LQ-.t-lI,-,.1—rjJ.
O rl (7~r) 1 7~r
_ . (-x)v, -K n g l r l k l
r^O ri(l4 ~ r)_4 14 ~ **
This solution is again exact end is also shown in Fig. 55, together 
with the approximation for small values of c
49.!
1
8.15
From Fig. 55 it is apparent that the approximate solutions are quite 
inadeouate for the temperatures considered in this work.
From tho solutions of these two integrals the function (1-,/lg) 
has boon constructed (Fig. 54), while li/lg ~ 9 8553 or 5/6°
The values for T have been calculated on thv. basis of a mean wallin
temnerature of 100°F (i.e. T = 560°E).w
y_»2«_._ Mean flue gas flow rate (Q f.tJ/h at 60°F)
Consider an elementary annulus of flue gas:
dQf = 2ii. r . dr * v and dQf = dQ,f.D20/T
Qfo
■D/2
520
J 0 T
2tu . v. r . dr
O 5202n o v . m Tw
rD/2(l - f ) 1/7.r.dr
/T 
/ m
I T~"0 \ w
m
2ti(D/2)2 .v .5|°.Ip.m T 2 v/
Qf o
2it(D/2)2.5|^.I2 ) 
' w '
V ‘3' Momentum of gas stream
D/2
Momentum/hour - I 2u. r. dr <» p . v£
^0
(ft.lb/h )
~ 89 -
Or, in terms of the gas rate:- ?
Qf~
Momentum/hour = p .T .1,. -— — — 5—--- 5-“ .61
0 W 2 (D/2r.520.Ig
For a mean molecular weight of 29, T - 560°R and D ~ 6*18” then
O ^
momentum/hour = 0 * 1 9 7 5 . .I-^ /lg (ft.lbs/h^)  62
For the special case of a cold jet, c - 0 and T , in this instance, 
becomes 520°R (assumed mean average for town gas and nozzle temponature), 
Ip/lg = 100/49 and for the nozzle (diameter, J ins.) 2
momentum/hour = (SG)/jf" . (ft.lbs/h^) 65
V.4. Mean flue gas density on a cross section of tube
Mean density, t _ Total mass (rate)
13me an Total volume (rate)
&
•D/2
•r.dr.v.p
*D/2
2 .r.dr.v
0
/2fl r 1/7 
{1- • r .dr,
‘V To. Jo < W  - 1 ( 1 - § ) 7 + 1
I T -  “ ay's  ... “ /?-------- ~
W ' (1 - 5 ) T.dr
29.492. I2
0 17Zf,12 (lb/ft5)    . 64
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V.5. M e m  value of nvr,'» i.n friction torm
(in this sub-section, tho superscript (nburn; indicates 
moon conditions, and ”nH indicates a nunber of regular arbitary ' 
positions along the flame tube).
—2 2
Energy loss due to friction = .p. (~-£) ' ____... (ft.lb/h2)
gf . |
O
Total energy, vap.A^ ~ / 2. Tt.r.drp v"
0
and from equation 62s- • — 0"1975.0.f1 *(1-,/if)•no I7
But for tho whole tube, this must bo .averaged at ’’n” positions along 
the tube length . n.
= 0’1975.Q I . f . /_(! /if)To ’ n
. frictionol loss ~ 4*74. f . Qf^  ° D ‘ n /  ^ 1 ^ 2 ^  (ft.lbs/h‘°) ....66
1
(L in feet, I) in inches).
V.6. Mean gas temperature (Total enthalpy basis for calculation of flue
gas loss and heat balance)
For the purpose of this calculation, It is assumed that tho specific
heat, Cp (Btu/Nft.F°), is independent of temperature.
The datum T , is taken as 6G°F (5£0°R). o?
Hence, T - 520 = * me on
- 91 -
'D/2 T
Src.r.dr.v. . Cp (T -- 520)
f  D/2 . TofvTt.r.ar.v. u,—
0 1
From which it can he shown by the usual substitutions that; 
Tmeon = 560 <°* 17 +
moonThat is, T  = ■ T _ I | - 1 1 . #  + 1
• •
T
T „ ~ § • T + ...... 67mean 6 m 6
This equation has in fr.ct been quoted in the literature (131).
Y.7. Mean radiant temperature (for calculation of non-luminous radiation) 
Due to the low partial pressure of the C02 end H20 in the flue 
gases, and also the comparatively low temperatures over which the non- 
luminous radiation is to be measured, it was assumed that, to a first 
approximation, tho emissivities of the two gases were simply additive) 
independent of temperature and therefore constant across a given cross 
section of tube (homogeneous gas composition also being assumed). It 
was also assumed that each elementary cylinder of radiating gas was 
completely transparent to the radiation from the rest of the gas.
Now tho radiation omitted from an elementary cylinder of 
thickness dr end one foot long is given ty°~
d(Radn) = E.Stc .r.dr.<rTx (ft.Btu/h)
Total radiation from the cylinder of gas is given bys
2
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11Do rl JX'JUU. *
'D/f
E . 2 n .r. crTw w
i) (i - --p
1/7 - 4
+ 1 dr (ft.Btu/h)
Now, for a cylinder, curved surface area = . Volume
*. Radiation received oer ft; of curved surface from the volume of
n D2
.*. Intensity of radiation
2 E. 0\T
4rw 'D/2
(D/S)' 0
M
T~ u\ w
1 1 : - f )
1/7
And by the previous substitutions
+ 1
4
r . dr
l^.E.crT 11 - ) c4 + (— - ~ ) c6 + (“ - “ )18 V10 17 * 9 16
(Btu/ft h)
+ ( i  _ 1  )
8 15 c \7 14; (Btu/ft^h)
And for = 560°R, radiant intensity
= 2380.E.(0“0353.c4+0 *1648.c6+0 *2917.c2+0 *233oc+0'0714) ...... 68
(Btu/ftfli)
For the nott radiation, assuming the tube to have an effectively black
4 2wall, <r.Tw ( ~ 170 Btu/ft.‘hj must be subtracted from the above result.
Fig. 55 shows a plot of equation 68 for E = 1*0 against tho maximum
centre line temperature,
APPENDIX VI
Calculation of entrained air
The momentum equation (per unit time) is
Jet ] + / Buoyancy\ __ /irictionulN + /'Flue gas \ gg
^momentum/ \force J \ loss / V momentum/
(ft olb/h^)
From Appendix V this equation becomes; • 
0*0993.144.q? (SG)/J2
+ (0*0764 - 0*174.^ ( y T )• 4 * 144
1 n '
f L 02 n= 1728.0 1043. k
n DS n V  1' 2 T„ ' '
+ i4'±.o 0524. O r O q / i p j , ^  6 , 0,t) ^
Where f is the mean Fanning friction factor at Mn” urbitary positions 
spaced, uniformly along tho flomo tube. Tho chief error will probably 
be in the buoyancy term, since it was shown that the J./7 power law 
temperature and velocity distribution does not hold at the lower end ox 
the tube.
This momentum balance is now applied to two tests carried out 
in the present work, using the exporimentally determined values for 
entrained air rate.
Tost Ho. 1
q = 67*0 f t ° A -
J ~ 0*252 ins.
L 6*0 ft.
SG -  0*404
T ( . CIv = 550°F m (a t 6 *)
Q -  3900 ftyh
Qfb = 4091 ft^/h.
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Mean tube gas temperature -
5 /1676 + 1930 + 1627 + 9/fO + 626 + Zf.96 + ZfifO + 399 + 379 + + 38s + 353\ 90
6\ 12 :-----'------------ -j+ -3-
=- 68l°F
Henoe from Figs. 56 and 57 (which have been based on air at S.T.P.):-
Eetube= 10*5°°
12 J = o ' 0085
Also, 0 [ l 2) =
1
lj( (7122+0’ 110+<7125+Cf 18/t+Cf 233+Cf 266+CT 28O+C? 29^+0 300+Cf 305+O 308+0’ 309 ) 
12 = 0 ’ 236 
And ^ 2 7 / 1") =
' 1 "
^(6,74+7*30H-6,70+V36+3,37+3‘13+2*97+2*8/f+2a79+2*7^J-2*72+2,71)
A*08
And (I-Vl2) at T = 350°F 1 2  m
2*70
MOMENTUM EALANCE (ftolb/h2) - Test no.l
IN OUT
To jet momentum:
A08,000 (0 * 0993 • 1 Vi-. 67 * 52 • 0 * AO A/0 * 2522) -
1 8 ,5 0 0 ,0 0 0
To buoyancy: P P 
((0 '076A - 0*17^.0*236)
To friction loss:
-
- (1 7 2 8.0 0101+8 .0 *0 0 8 5.6 . A0 9l2 d * 08/6 ,l83 )
To exit flue gas:
2 ,7 2 5 ,0 0 0
- (1kk.0 *052A .70 912.2’70/6 °IS2) 9 ,2 0 0 ,0 0 0
- Unaccounted: 6 ,9 8 3 ,0 0 0
1 8 ,9 0 8 ,0 0 0 Total 1 8 ,9 0 8 ,0 0 0
Although there appear3 to be a large discrepancy in this balance, it 
will be seen that a 25$ increase in the flue gas rate would almost 
eliminate the amount unaccounted for, .and considering the low % C02 
in the D.F.G. analysis an error in the entrained air rate of this 
magnitude is not impossible.
Test No, 41
In order to use Figs. 56 and 57, hypothetical temperatures were back
calculated for the centre lino, assuming the l/7 power law,
where T = 170°F w,.
q = 694*0 ft5/h.
J = 0*578 ins.
L = 6*0 ft.
SG 0*460
T (at 6 1j- 1780°F m
Q = 4140 ft°/h
Qf 4751 f t % »
j2. (1590+1845+....+1840+1800) 
1909°F
Mean tube gas temperature
12
Hence
and
7*91
m
Hence Retube 7,000
:nd f ~ 0*00918
IN OUT 1
9 ,4 8 0 ,0 0 0
3 0 ,4 8 0 ,0 0 0
2 ,8 6 0 ,0 0 0
To jet momentum:
(0 '0993.144.6942 .0 °46/0 °3782)
To buoyancy: 0 
((0 O7 6 4 -O I7 4 .O
4 1¥f
To friction loss:
(1 7 2 8 .0 * 1 0 4 8 .0 * 0 0 9 1 6.6 .47312 .8 * 29/ 6 018^)
To exit flue gas:
(1 4 4 .0 * 0 5 2 4.47312 - 7 ’91/ 6 •lSd)
Unaccounted:
7 ,8 2 0 ,0 0 0
3 5 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
42,820,000 Total.. ---—____ _______ _________ _____ 4 2 ,8 2 0 ,00 0
This balance is a considerable improvement on Test no. 1 
showing a discrepancy of only 6*7%*
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TABLE XII
Summary of Ashton*s Data on Horizontal 3H tube
Test 
, no.
J
(ins)
P
(ins. 
’ w . g.)
Symbol
q
(ft3/h)
Q
(ft3/h)
qR
‘(Btu/h)
ql/qH Lf
(ins.)
L D2.3600
Q.172S
(sec.)
87 34*0 290 r if, 550 0 *2 6 8 36 2*57
86 0 ’5 34*0 175 r if,390 0 *29 0 42 4*97
84 67*0 550 r 7,550 0*225 42 1*58
95
0 * 1 6 6 1*5
63*7 320 r 7,370 0*231 54 3*48
88 88*9 750 r 9,960 0*224 48 1*32
91 2*5 88*9 450 r 11,540 0*259 54 2*48
97 89*1 760 r 7,470 0 * 1 6 8 48 1*30
96 0*189 2*5 <> 9 0 * 6 450 r 1 2 ,1 6 0 0*2 6 9 72 3*31
94 60*0 510 8 ,3 6 0 0*279 60 2*4 2
93 0*5 ❖ 56*5 290 r 8,990 0*318 54 3*85
90 A 97*3 820 8 ,6 6 0 0 *17 8 54 1*36
85
0 * 2 0 9 1*5 96*8 500 r 1 2 ,0 3 0 0*2 4 8 75 3*1 0
92 112*5 960 9,630 0*1 7 1 54 1*1 6
89 2*5 112*5 560 r 1 4 ,6 8 0 0*2 6 1 75 2*77
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j& m m i 'x vii 
table iiv
Tosts v.-n froo llamas (a? nsai with 6?i tab.)
Tost No. J
(ins)
P Total diction IcP.G. A • ' 1 ir o : v i u
(in So 
w.g;
Flame 
L :ngth
L11
(ins;
Pyrorantor 
Toiip. at 
Tip 
(of,
-/O 00 2 /o 0 p 1 CO
FILL 0*5 86*5 fcj.GO 1 ° 2 1C ° 7 0*0
FF2 0*252 1*0 88 "0 911 2*6 16*6 0*0
FF5 1*5 50*0 no 8 4 0*1 13*0 0*0
FFi 0*5 52*0 896 2*6 17*1 0*0
FF5 0*352 1*0 55*5 1059 2*5 16 * 6 0*0
FF6 1*5 57*5 1310 2*7 15*5 0*0
FF7 0*5 5S * b 10 9 G O ° Otv ;•; 16*1 0*0
FF8 0*457 1*0 a r; * rA'•■jZ <0/ U 117 9 p 0 i 15*o 0*0
FF9 1*5 48*0 127 G 'k a 15*0 0*0
FF10 0*5 65*0 1041 p a /! 15*9 0*0
FF11 0 °57o
..,
1*0 58*5 ;
[______________  ,
1231 5*1
u_ — J
14*6 0*0
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TABLE XV
Tests on i'roe Flames (as used with 2n tip30 )
Test Ho. J
(ins;
P
(ins.wg)
n
(ft,J/h)
Total Fl'snc: 
Length o
Lrj, (ins.)
FF 12 0' 5 21*7 20
FF 13 0>.44 1*0 ol o 18
FF 14 1*5 38 * 9 17
FF 15 0*5 29*6 20
FF 16 0*166 1*0 il * A 19
FF 17 “l tf ,T-1. 0 'JO 20
hr.
j hrl H CO. 0 * 5 419 4 80
FF 19 0*189 1*0 58*7 £1
FF 20 1*5 72*4 21
. . .......  i
APiFOnlLl '/..ll 
T;aBLB^I
Tests on Free fjainos (as used with 511 tube)
Test No. -r.j P n Total Flame length (ins)
(ins) (ins.wg; (ft°/h) . Vortical Horizontal
L r.
e I
(Projected) (Curvoci;
FF 21 0 * 5 29*5 20 15 14.
FF 22 0 ° 166 1*5 55 * 2 20 15 16
FF 23 2*575 71"’ 5 19 17 ; 17
FF 24 0*5 ■41 -e 20 15 15
FF 25 0*139 1*5 74*7 91r^.i. 17 19
FF 26 . : 2 * 25 38*9 J- 18 19
Fi' 27 0*5 45*1 %dl 12 16
IF 23 0*209 ' 1*5 77*4. 0*1 16 19
FF 2S 0 ° 1 o C 
-------  -----
95*8 n ufv tj 18 21
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